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Abstract
The ability to correctly capture large deformation behaviour in solids is important in many
problems in geotechnical engineering such as slope failure or installation of foundations.
The Material Point Method (MPM) is a computational method with particular suitability
for modelling problems involving large deformations. In the MPM, a domain is modelled
using a set of material points at which state variables are stored and tracked. These
material points move through a fixed background grid upon which calculations take place
with variables being mapped between the material points and the grid. This thesis sets
out to develop the MPM as a method with potential for use in geotechnical problems.
Problems are encountered with the original MPM when material points cross between
grid cells, and one solution to this is the Generalised Interpolation Material Point (GIMP)
method, where material points are able to influence nodes beyond the currently occupied
grid cell. Most development of the GIMP method has used an explicit approach, however
there are a number of advantages of an implicit approach including larger load steps and
improved error control. This thesis focuses on the development of a large deformation
elasto-plastic implicit GIMP method. A way of calculating the deformation gradient
consistent with the MPM is introduced and convergence is demonstrated using this method
which has previously been frequently omitted from MPM research. An alternative way of
updating material point domains using the stretch tensor is also proposed.
The MPM has a number of similarities to the FEM, and it is often suggested that
FEM technologies are trivial to use with the MPM. The MPM can encounter localisations
caused by shear banding and, to overcome this, a gradient plasticity approach previously
implemented for the FEM is investigated with the GIMP method for the first time. The
addition of gradient plasticity to the GIMP method introduces a length scale parameter
which governs the width of these shear bands and removes the mesh dependency which
is encountered with conventional approaches. It is shown that implementation is possible
however, there are a number of problems that are present in the combination of the two
methods which should not be overlooked in the future.
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weighting function at a point
ν Poisson’s ratio
ξ Local coordinate
Vectors
{ε} Strain vector
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{f ext} External force
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{p} Laplacian of Hermitian shape
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{σ} Cauchy stress vector
{t} Applied tractions
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plier
{τ} Kirchhoff stress
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Chapter 1
Introduction
When modelling engineering problems it is often necessary to account for how a change in
geometry will affect a structure’s response. There are numerous methods for the modelling
of continuum solid mechanics problems. Most of these can be described as either Eule-
rian or Lagrangian with each taking a different approach to accounting for the evolving
geometry. Eulerian methods work by having a mesh that is fixed in space and allowing
particles to move within it. This approach is more commonly used in fluid mechanics
applications and it is difficult to deal with history dependent variables often required in
solid mechanics. With this method it is also difficult to apply boundary conditions if the
physical domain does not align with the mesh. Lagrangian methods work by splitting
a problem into elements, and throughout any deformation this discretisation follows the
problem domain. This is advantageous in terms of the tracking of history dependent vari-
ables and boundaries as the position, in relation to other elements, is always maintained.
However the method has the drawback that with large enough deformations the mesh can
become distorted. These large deformations can result in a heavily distorted mesh which,
in certain situations, can cause issues with accuracy or result in calculations being unable
to be completed.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is by far the most popular method that is used for
computational stress analysis by engineers. The FEM adopts a Lagrangian formulation
which, although effective for a large number of situations, encounters problems due to
severe mesh distortion with high deformations. Many problems in geotechnical engineer-
ing involve extremely large deformations, some examples of these include penetration of
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objects into soils, such as installation of piles, slope failures and landslides. Because the
behaviour of these problems involve large deformations, it is essential that the methods
used to model them are able to handle this without the level of deformation being limited
by mesh distortion.
One group of techniques that have recently gained much enthusiasm is known as mesh-
free methods. Here a problem is modelled using particles rather than a mesh, this elimi-
nates the mesh distortion problem. Many of these mesh-free methods are computationally
expensive. One of the reasons for this is that it is often necessary to recalculate nearest
neighbour particles as the values at particles can depend on the values of all other par-
ticles within a given radius. This is different to the FEM where the element topology
is usually only calculated at the beginning of an analysis. One such mesh-free method
which doesn’t require this is the Material Point Method (MPM). The MPM combines
Eulerian and Lagrangian methods by modelling a material with Lagrangian particles that
move through a fixed Eulerian background grid with the aim of keeping the positives of
each without the drawbacks. The use of the fixed background grid removes this neighbour
searching expense which is present in many other mesh-free methods having only to search
for which particles reside in an element, which is simplified further with the choice of a
regular background grid.
The MPM models problems over a number of load steps using particles (or material
points) at which state variables such as stress, deformation gradient and plastic strains
are kept and tracked throughout a simulation. Unlike other mesh-free methods the MPM
solves the equilibrium equations on a background grid. These calculations on the back-
ground grid can be seen as the same as a step in the FEM but with the material points
used as integration points instead of the traditional Gauss quadrature. This leads to the
description of the MPM being a FEM where the Gauss points move with the deformation.
During each load step state variables are mapped to and from grid nodes and material
points; however, this grid can be reset after each step. This means that, as long as the
deformation within a single load step does not cause problematic mesh distortion, the
restriction on movement is removed thus making it an ideal method for large deformation
problems.
This similarity to the FEM is seen as a major advantage in the MPM over other
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mesh free methods as many technologies that have been developed for the FEM have the
possibility of being used in the MPM.
However, this similarity with the FEM has sometimes resulted in a lack of the same level
of rigour in ensuring accuracy of the numerical method being applied to the MPM. In many
cases the MPM as a numerical method is presented without demonstrating satisfaction of
equilibrium and convergence towards analytical solutions.
Since its inception as a method for solid mechanics there have been numerous devel-
opments in the MPM. Much of the research that has taken place has been addressing
the grid crossing phenomenon, looking at errors introduced by the movement of material
points between elements. The effect on integration caused by the movement of material
points has also been investigated. Although a variety of solutions have been proposed,
no individual method has gained enough enthusiasm to be universally accepted in the
MPM community. Despite this, the recent trend is for work in the MPM to be focused
on applications. These have included application to the modelling of granular materials,
fluid-structure interactions, and geotechnical problems such as pile installation and mod-
elling of slopes as mentioned above. Often the demonstration of modelling these problems
consists of comparing results visually against experimental results, and although good
agreement is often observed this lacks the validation and verification which would typi-
cally be expected in a numerical method. The range of papers presented at the 2017 MPM
conference [149] highlight this fact that a large focus within the MPM community is on
applications rather than developing the fundamentals of the method. Four further points
which have received less attention than they might otherwise have done are listed below:
• The imposition of boundary conditions can indeed be the same as in the FEM but
this is only when the problem domain aligns with the background grid. When this is
not the case the same problems that arise in other mesh-free methods arises; there
has been work on boundary condition enforcement in the MPM [19, 45], however
there is no agreed general way to impose boundary conditions.
• The MPM is chosen for its ability to model large deformation problems, however
many research papers on the subject do not present their finite deformation formu-
lation or instead utilise an incremental small strain solution within each step. An
incorrect formulation could lead to lack of convergence to equilibrium within each
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step and use of an incremental small strain solution will due to the very nature
of it, be unable to converge towards either a small strain or full finite deformation
solutions.
• A specific example of a problem encountered frequently in geotechnical problems is
localisations caused by shear banding. This has been tackled in a variety of different
ways in the FEM which leads to statements such as in [186]: “the proposed method
[MPM] is based on a FEM formulation, the same regularisation techniques as used
in FEM can be used to address this issue”. One of the suggested methods here is
through the use of gradient theories, the combination of which with MPM has not
been done yet.
• The focus of the majority of research on the MPM has been using an explicit ap-
proach. While some work has been done on implicit approaches to MPM, it is under
represented in the overall development of the method. Specifically, until work done
by the author [30] there was no implementation of an implicit large deformation,
elasto-plastic Generalised Interpolation Material Point (GIMP) method.
The focus of this thesis will be on the latter three of these four points and aims to develop
the MPM as a numerical method capable of handling large deformations suitable for
geotechnical problems. This includes developing a finite deformation formulation suitable
with the MPM and investigating the implementation of gradient methods used in FEM
with the MPM. There will be specific detail on constitutive aspects needed for both large
strain and localisation problems and the integration associated with these.
1.1 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of the following chapters which can be split into three sections:
• The first section will present relevant background information and an introduction
to the MPM which will then be built upon further in the remainder of the thesis.
Chapter 1, this Chapter has presented an overall introduction to the thesis, in-
cluding an outline of the choice of MPM as a numerical method for use with
geomechanical problems and identification of areas of improvement in current
MPM research.
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Chapter 2 will present an introduction to the MPM including a detailed review of
relevant existing work and the implementation of an implicit, incrementally lin-
ear elastic MPM to allow demonstration of the method in the simplest possible
way.
• The second part of this thesis will introduce the new developments. Each Chapter
here will begin by extending the theory leading to the development of an implicit
Generalised Interpolation Material Point (iGIMP) method. This method will then
be verified using numerical examples with analytical solutions.
Chapter 3 will extend the MPM to an iGIMP method and introduce a finite de-
formation framework that is compatible with the reference states available in
the MPM.
Chapter 4 will extend the work in Chapter 3 to large deformation elasto-plasticity
including linearisation of the equilibrium equations to ensure optimum conver-
gence of the implicit solver.
Chapter 5 will introduce a gradient plasticity method that has previously been
used in the FEM as a way of allowing mesh-independent modelling shear bands
with the iGIMP method.
• The final part of the thesis sees the methods developed in Chapters 3-5 demonstrated
on further numerical examples and conclusions will be drawn.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the large deformation elasto-plastic iGIMP method work-
ing for further numerical examples. Examples also highlight issues encountered
in the combination of gradient plasticity with MPMs which were not evident
from the examples in Chapter 5.
Chapter 7 presents conclusions of the thesis and makes recommendations for future
work.
1.2 Notation
Throughout this thesis, in order to be as clear as possible, the majority of quantities will be
displayed in matrix/vector notation, denoted with [·] and {·} respectively. Any deviations
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from this convention will be expressed in the text. All numerical methods used in this
thesis were developed and run in MATLAB. MATLAB was chosen for its advantages in
making it easy to develop new algorithms and debug code; there was no focus on optimising
individual algorithms or parallelisation for use in large problems, and for this reason this
thesis contains no direct comparisons in terms of speed. Where applicable, all notation in
this thesis adopts a tension positive convention as is common within the solid mechanics
community.
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Chapter 2
The Material Point Method
The Material Point Method (MPM) has established itself as a useful computational method
for numerous applications in solid mechanics particularly those involving large deforma-
tions and non-linearity. This chapter will present an overview of developments in the MPM
since its inception in Section 2.1 and an outline of the implementation of the MPM for lin-
ear elasticity in Section 2.2 as a base for introducing geometric and material non-linearity
in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.1 Review of the Material Point Method
The MPM was first developed by Sulsky et al. [168, 171] as an extension to solid mechanics
of the Fluid Implicit Particle (FLIP) method [20, 21], which itself was an extension to the
Particle In Cell (PIC) method [62] used in fluid dynamics. In the PIC method, presented
by Evans and Harlow [62], a domain is split into a number of particles representing a fluid.
Each particle is assigned a mass and position and moves with a Lagrangian description of
motion. The domain is also divided into a number of background cells forming an Eulerian
mesh which the particles travel through. Information from the particles is interpolated to
this background mesh. This same idea is used in the FLIP method where each particle
is assigned all properties of the fluid including momentum and energy. The extension to
solid mechanics by Sulsky et al. [168], now referred to as the MPM, allows solids to be
similarly represented by particles (or material points). The difference to FLIP is that,
to allow models with history-dependent variables to be easily implemented, the full stress
tensor and any history dependent variables are carried by the material points. This results
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in a method that combines advantages of both Lagrangian and Eulerian methods, allowing
history dependent variables to be tracked while not encountering the problems associated
with mesh distortion in large deformation problems seen in other methods such as the
Finite Element Method (FEM).
2.1.1 Initial development of the MPM
When a material exhibits geometric or material non-linearity, one approach is to linearise
the problem and solve incrementally over a series of time or load steps. When modelling
a problem over multiple steps there is a choice to be made whether to use an explicit
or implicit scheme which affects how the governing partial differential equation is solved.
Initially the MPM was constructed with an explicit formulation and much early work on
the method also adopted this approach [14, 170, 197, 207]. Since then, the majority of
previous research on development of the method [13, 33, 78, 121, 154, 155, 189], extensions
to the method [11, 23, 34, 72, 85, 89, 91, 104, 105, 123] and applications of the MPM [38–
40, 71, 79, 80, 87, 88, 99–101, 107, 120, 135, 153, 169, 188, 192, 194, 200, 204, 205] have
also focused on explicit formulations. Here, the solution for the next step is based only on
values at the current step and equilibrium is not directly enforced. An advantage of the
explicit scheme is that the inversion of the stiffness matrix is not required meaning each
load step is less computationally expensive than with an implicit approach. However, the
scheme relies on a suitably small time step to ensure stability and to achieve results with
desired accuracy. The explicit approach is useful for dynamic problems where the duration
of the simulation is small, this means that the total number of load steps required does not
become excessive. In [13] it was noted by Bardenhagen that although mass and momentum
are conserved in the MPM, energy conservation is not explicitly enforced and errors exist
associated with this. The differences in updating stresses at the beginning or end of a step
were also explored, demonstrating the effect of Update Stress First (USF) and Update
Stress Last (USL) algorithms. It was concluded that neither of the two methods give
better results for an unknown problem, however it is stated that the USL experiences a
higher dissipation of energy where as in the USF interpolation error cancels out algorithm
error. Buzzi et al. [24] reiterated that USF approach is a better option due to the better
conservation of energy. Nairn introduced the Update Stress Average (USAVG) algorithm,
which is an average of the USF and USL methods leading to a more accurate result [135].
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An implicit formulation of the MPM was first introduced by Cummins and Brackbill
in [48] to advance the work in the modelling of granular materials. This allowed larger
time steps than in previously implemented explicit methods. In implicit formulations the
solution for a step is based both on the previous step but also the solution of the current
step being found. Iterations within each step ensure that equilibrium is achieved. The
result of this is that the restriction of small time steps is removed, however this does come
at the cost of each individual step being more expensive. The advantages of adopting
an implicit approach also include improved stability and error control, in comparison to
explicit methods. Following on from the work of Cummins and Brackbill, Guilkey and
Weiss developed another implicit integration approach for the MPM [76], which has been
shown to achieve superior accuracy when compared to explicit MPM schemes. It can
be seen clearly in this approach that the implicit MPM and implicit FEM have much
in common. Because of this, for static stress analysis problems, which are often tackled
using an implicit FEM, it is beneficial to use an implicit MPM approach. Sulsky and Kaul
evaluated and used implicit MPM in [166] again reporting the method to be more efficient
than the explicit method. Other examples of implicit MPMs include [17, 77, 186] as well
as a method labelled as a “Lagrangian Integration Point Finite Element formulation”
which is based on implicit MPM [131] where geological problems with extremely large
deformations are modelled, and [115, 116] where conservation of momentum and energy
within the MPM are investigated.
2.1.2 Grid crossing error
In the standard MPM, for both implicit and explicit schemes, a problem can arise when a
material point crosses the boundary between one background grid cell and another. This
is due to the fact that shape function derivatives are not continuous between elements
and this results in incorrect stresses being calculated when material points cross between
elements. This problem is well documented in the literature and is often referred to as
the grid crossing error, as errors are introduced to values at material points. It can be
seen in Figure 2.1 how the highlighted material point in the top left element crosses into
the element below after deformation. This causes a sudden change in which element it
contributes stiffness to. There has been a large amount of work on reducing this error
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and there are a selection of methods that have been proposed to address this issue and
improve the MPM. These methods are largely based around modifying the properties
of the material points themselves or by modifying the underlying grid basis functions. A
study separating these errors from errors relating to quadrature and choice of explicit time
step was performed in [163].
(a) (b)
Grid Nodes Material Points
(c)
Figure 2.1: Grid crossing in MPM shown with (a) initial undeformed grid, (b) deformed
grid and (c) reset grid with updated material point positions.
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The Generalised Interpolation Material Point (GIMP) method
A major advance in the MPM was made in [15] where the Generalised Interpolation
Material Point (GIMP) method was introduced in an attempt to reduce the erroneous
stress oscillations caused by grid crossing. To alleviate some of the error caused by this
problem, the GIMP method introduces an area or volume associated with each individual
material point which can be seen in Figure 2.2. These “influence domains” are described
by material point characteristic functions which will be covered further in Chapter 3.
This change from the standard MPM means that it is possible that a material point
can influence nodes other than those associated with the element it is inside. This occurs
when the material point is close enough to the edge of an element that the domain overlaps
adjacent elements. The introduction of the GIMP method is shown in [15], for mechanics
problems, to give an improved stress response compared to the MPM. It was seen in
this example, that as material points cross element boundaries in the MPM there was
an increasing deviation from the analytical solution due to spurious stress oscillations,
however in the GIMP this was not the case. It is also shown that it is possible to derive the
original MPM as a special case of the GIMP method by replacing the particle characteristic
function with the Dirac delta function, reducing the domain of the material point to a
discrete point.
In [162] it is shown however that the GIMP method only offers a partial remedy to
the errors introduced when material points cross element boundaries. In that paper the
quadrature errors within the MPM are investigated and it is shown the underlying problem
is not completely removed by the GIMP method as it does not change the underlying basis
functions in general. Despite this, the GIMP method offers a considerable improvement,
worthy of investigation.
Previous research into the GIMP method has also almost exclusively used an explicit
approach, for example [1, 4, 6, 7, 12, 15, 24, 49, 119, 160, 180, 182, 183] with one notable
exception [133] where the GIMP method is implemented implicitly using a Jacobian free
Newton-Krylov method for dynamic problems using hyperelasticity. The explicit integra-
tion methods used in the GIMP method were evaluated by Guilkey and Wallstedt [183],
where it was confirmed that the GIMP method is most accurate when material points re-
main contiguous and non-overlapping. The GIMP method has recently been implemented
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in an implicit manner [30] for both elastic and elasto-plastic large deformation problems.
This approach will be detailed further in Chapters 3 and 4.
At the end of each load step there is an opportunity to update the introduced influence
domains of the material points. Two variations were presented in [183] labelled uniform
Generalised Interpolation Material Point (uGIMP) and contiguous particle Generalised
Interpolation Material Point (cpGIMP). In uGIMP particle domains are assumed to not
change in size or shape throughout a simulation as indicated in Figure 2.2(a). This is
the simplest approach to take, however, it can result in many of the particle domains
overlapping with each other or separating. In the cpGIMP approach the particle domains
evolve based on the diagonal components of the deformation gradient so they continue to be
rectangular. This rectifies the problem when deformation is aligned with the background
grid but still causes problems when material rotations occur; a simple modification to this
will be proposed in Chapter 3.
(a)
lx
ly
(b)
Figure 2.2: Material point influence domains in (a) uGIMP and (b) cpGIMP.
Convected Particle Domain Interpolation (CPDI) method
The Convected Particle Domain Interpolation (CPDI) method can be thought of as an ex-
tension of the cpGIMP method. First developed by Sadeghirad et al. [151], the technique
also improves the MPM by specifying particle domains associated with material points
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and updating them after each loadstep. In the CPDI method material point domains
are initially rectangular but are allowed to deform into parallelograms, thus removing the
limitation that exists with the standard GIMP method when rotations occur, this can
be seen in Figure 2.3(a). A further extension allows material point influence domains to
evolve into more general quadrilaterals (in 2D) which is achieved by tracking the domain
corners as shown in [133, 152]. This ensures that the material point influence domains re-
main contiguous throughout the simulation, this can be seen in Figure 2.3(b). To achieve
this the CPDI method includes an additional approximation in the way that the basis
functions of a material point are determined: a linear approximation between domain
corners is used to obtain the integration of the shape functions over each particle domain.
Because of this, errors can be introduced when the corners of the particle domain are in
different elements. This does not occur in the GIMP method as the basis functions are
calculated analytically. CPDI methods where the rectangular domains can be extended
to polygons have also been investigated in [140]. The popularity of the CPDI method has
recently gained momentum and has been used in a number of studies including cracking
[86], axisymmeteric problems [81, 138] and saturated porous media [206].
rx
ry
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Material point influence domains in (a) CPDI and (b) CPDI2.
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Dual Domain Material Point (DDMP) method
Another alternative method to the GIMP method was proposed in [201], and is referred to
as the Dual Domain Material Point (DDMP) method. The objective was still to address
the instability caused by material points crossing grid element boundaries. In the DDMP
method, material points also influence neighbouring background grid cells, however the
way this is done is different as only the gradients of shape functions are altered meaning
that the material points have different influence domains for quantities relating to a gradi-
ent than those not. This helps to alleviate some problems encountered when it is necessary
to track material point domains. In [22] the DDMP is modified to utilise second order
functions and has also been used for representing ductile damage [114]. A comparison of
the above methods is given in [56] using a simple one-dimensional shock problem as an
example.
Other modifications to the MPM
The grid crossing error exists due to the fact that the shape function derivatives are not
continuous between elements therefore another possible way to reduce this error is using
higher order continuity basis functions. Implementation choices within the MPM are ex-
amined in [161] where the use of B-splines as basis functions is investigated. Andersen and
Andersen investigated the possibility of using different interpolations including quadratic
elements and cubic splines [5]. It was stated that for large deformation problems, where
the MPM is particularly advantageous, the use of C0 quadratic elements becomes limited
due to the partially negative shape functions present resulting in the sign of the mass used
(in the explicit dynamic formulation) interpolated to the grid nodes changing for some
nodes. Higher order basis functions have recently been implemented for implicit [132] and
explicit [176] MPM both showing excellent improvement over the standard MPM.
Wallstedt and Guilkey presented a method based on MPM and GIMP in [181] that
used weighted least squares and was claimed to have superior accuracy to both GIMP and
MPM however suffers from being more complex to implement than the MPM and GIMP
method. In another alternative approach [186] implicit MPM was used, however rather
than tackling the instabilities using GIMP, an additional non-physical stiffness term was
introduced. Although this improves the numerical stability of the method, it destroys its
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ability to converge to the original analytical solution.
2.1.3 Improving the MPM
In addition to addressing the grid crossing error there are several other problems that
have been identified when using the MPM. A solution mitigating shear and volumetric
locking was developed by Mast and co-workers [125]. It was identified that the problem
that can occur in the MPM; however, errors caused by this are often hidden due to the grid
crossing instability error dominating. Another new method for updating Material Points
that reduces noise and enhances stability has been proposed in [84]. Another problem
which can occur in the dynamic, explicit, formulation related to small masses on nodes
near material interfaces was investigated by Ma et al. [121]. An algorithm is presented to
prevent the numerical instability associated with this.
The accuracy of the MPM is linked to the discretisation of the background grid, however
to refine the whole grid when deformation is local can be unnecessarily expensive. Work
by Lian et al. [106] describes a method allowing for a grid to have local refinement for
problems with extreme localised deformation. When selecting the size of the background
grid in the MPM it is necessary to know the position of the final material. This causes a
problem when modelling a body in a domain where the deformation is unknown beforehand
such as landslides and debris flow. A technique for managing the mesh in these situations
was proposed in [155].
Dealing with boundaries
Applying boundary conditions in the MPM has been claimed to be more straightforward
than in many other meshless methods due to the existence of the background grid meaning
that boundary conditions can be applied directly to grid nodes. There is a significant flaw
in this that this is only the case if the material boundary is, and remains, aligned with
the chosen background grid.
One approach to impose boundary conditions is using a multi-grid method is used in
[174] with the GIMP method for modelling coupled thermo-mechanical processes. This
method effectively refines the grid at the boundaries but would not help if the domain
did no align with the grid. More recently, a novel approach for MPM, based on implicit
boundaries is given in [46] and a B-spline based approach is investigated in [19].
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An alternative method which reduces the need for implementing boundary conditions
not aligned with the grid is to utilise what is known as a moving mesh approach [163].
This seems counterintuitive as distorting the mesh appears to remove the advantage the
MPM has over the FEM, however it is not necessary for the moving mesh to be fixed to
the material points. The moving mesh method has been implemented for modelling the
installation of displacement piles [145, 146] and screw piles [187].
Addressing computational expense
A criticism of the MPM (as with many other mesh free methods) is its increased com-
putational expense when compared to mesh-based methods such as the FEM, which is
especially noticeable in three dimensional simulations. The additional steps of identifying
material point locations and mapping to and from the grid mean that for large analyses
the MPM can have very long run times. This is amplified in some explicit methods where
a very large number of load steps are required. Because of this, several authors have at-
tempted to speed up the MPM. An object-oriented MPM framework has been proposed
in [122] to help speed up the MPM, and more recently the MPM has been implemented
in Julia [158] which uses a similar syntax to MATLAB but with significant speed ups.
Parallelisation strategies have been introduced along with a mesh-grading method in [103]
and applied to the CPDI method for fracture problems in [86]. The MPM has also been
adapted for GPU acceleration in [37] and [57]. Although many of these methods are of
use when running large simulations in three dimensions, the MPM does not have the same
neighbour searching expenses of many meshless methods making smaller investigations
possible in reasonable timeframes.
2.1.4 Applications of the MPM
Throughout its development, the MPM has been used in a wide range of applications,
many of which specifically make use of the large deformation capabilities of the MPM.
Granular materials
One area that the MPM has been applied to is the modelling of granular materials. First
presented in [14], models based on continuum representations are solved for macroscopic
granular particles in a manner that allows modelling of interactions between these grains as
well as internal deformations. Granular materials were modelled in [48] using an implicit
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formulation of the MPM showing advantages including, as stated above, i.e. the ability to
use larger time steps than explicit approaches. The collapse of a granular column under
gravity was modelled in [124, 159] as well as in [64, 65] where the focus was on the failure
mechanisms when using more complicated constitutive models including partial saturation.
A fully coupled hydro-mechanical MPM for saturated dense granular materials is also used
in [108].
Fluid and solids
The ability to model both fluid and solid parts of a soil is necessary in many applica-
tions, and because of this it is an area which has attracted much focus within the MPM
community. There have been two main schools of thought on implementing this within
the MPM framework, the first of which is to have a coupled approach where there is a
single set of material points. In work by Colom [41] a coupling between mechanical and
hydraulic aspects is presented, allowing interaction between a soil skeleton and pore water
to be modelled for saturated porous media. A two phase soil and pore water model is
also demonstrated in [91] as well as in [27, 28] where cone penetration tests are modelled.
Zabala and Alonso used the MPM to model the progressive failure of the Aznalcollar dam
in Spain [200] where hydro-mechanical coupling was used to deal with pore water in a
saturated soil. The model was then compared to the actual observed failure of the dam.
As well as two phases of soil and water, it is also possible to model partially saturated
soils by considering the air voids. Higo et al. coupled the MPM with the Finite Difference
method to analyse air-water-soil three-phase porous media [85], to allow the modelling of
partially saturated soils. The soil skeleton was modelled using the MPM with the pore
water pressure stored at the centre of each grid element. This version of the MPM where
each material point is used for all three-phases was also employed in [196].
A different approach to modelling hydro-mechanical problems is taken by Abe et al.
[1]. Here the soil and water particles are both modelled by their own sets of material
points, and by computing movements of fluid particles in the soil the water table location
can be changed. Modifications are made to this by Bandara to allow modelling of partially
saturated soils [10] and the degree of saturation of the soil can be altered by simulating
rainfall. The two particle formulation has also been used in [11]. The approach of having a
separate set of material points for each material has also been used in modelling saturated
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porous media [204] and study at multiphase flow problems [123]. The two approaches are
compared in [3] where it is stated that the single-particle two-phase MPM formulation is
more efficient than the two-particle formulation, however when a single layer of material
points is considered the mass conservation of water is not guaranteed, whereas both masses
are conserved using the two layer formulation.
The MPM is also used in [202] to model multiphase flow problems and in [72] to model
fluid structure interactions. When solving problems involving fluids there is a limitation
when materials exhibit incompressibility, this was addressed using the MPM in [203] and
[96].
Geotechnics
Many geotechnical problems will involve complexities of both granular materials and fluid-
soild interactions. Additionally, the nature of geotechnical problems such as slopes and
landslides means that large displacements and nonlinear material behaviour are a regular
occurrence, particularly if one is interested in post failure behaviour. In mesh-based
methods such as the FEM this causes problems due to the distortion of elements often
requiring re-meshing. As grid distortion is not an issue in the MPM it has proved to be a
popular tool for modelling landslides and because of this has attracted a large amount of
attention.
Landslides and slope stability problems have been modelled using the MPM in a number
of papers. In [7] the stress distribution before collapse is shown to agree with a FEM
analysis and the ability of the MPM to model large deformation post failure behaviour
highlights the usefulness of the method in being able to model interactions of this slope
failure with a building. The capability of the MPM to handle both initialisation and
post failure run out behaviour is also highlighted in [195]. It was shown in [58] that
a MPM analysis of a submarine landslide was able to match a large deformation finite
element analysis which used re-meshing and in [185] different failure modes of slopes
were demonstrated, both of these papers acknowledged that there was dependency of the
solution on the background mesh. In the modelling of seismic slope failure, [18] utilised
additional particles to model the moving boundary. Slope failure was also investigated
using MPM in [63] and in [184] where the MPM was combined with random field theory.
In addition to the modelling of landslides and slope failures the MPM has been used
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in a number of other geotechnical applications. Settlement in landfills was modelled in
[207] using the MPM stating that the large deformation nature of the problem can cause
problems in FEM analyses. A ‘partition method’ is also introduced where material points
cross boundaries in a more gradual manner. A quasi-static formulation of the MPM
(suitable for situations where loading is slow enough that time and inertial effects can
be ignored) was used in [16] for problems including modelling a retaining wall. In this
approach elements that are fully filled with material points are integrated using standard
Gauss quadrature, with only those partially filled elements using the material points for
this purpose. Wieckowski in [189] also modelled a retaining wall along with a selection of
other large strain problems such as cutting and granular flow and like many other studies
found the MPM’s ability to not suffer the mesh distortion of the FEM appealing. The
larger computation time required was stated as a disadvantage albeit one which could
possibly be addressed with parallelization. Coetzee et al. [40] used the MPM to model
anchors in soil and pull out tests that are difficult to model using FEM, and compared
these results to experimental work. The MPM is compared against modelling using the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) in two papers [39] and [38], for uses in excavator bucket
filling and soil cutting respectively. In [82] the MPM was used for modelling of the release
of geocontainers from a barge.
Other applications
A contact algorithm for granular material using the MPM was introduced in [78]. Contact
has also been investigated for the MPM in [191] where a multi mesh approach is used, in
[89] to improve simulations of impact and penetration and in [99] where adhesive contact
was modelled. A geo-contact algorithm for contact between structural elements and soil,
for uses in geotechnical engineering [119] allows for rough contact; this is to reduce os-
cillations that previously occurred when materials of varying stiffness were in contact. A
frictional contact algorithm for the implicit MPM was proposed in [35]. Another area that
has caused interest in the MPM is the modelling of cracks and fractures in materials. The
MPM is particularly suited to these analyses compared to fully mesh based methods as
the fracture path is unconstrained by the mesh. The MPM has been applied to this area
by a number of authors [12, 49, 71, 79, 80, 86, 93, 135, 136, 139, 173]. Contact fracture
are beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be discussed beyond this paragraph.
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The MPM has also been used for a large number of other applications. These ap-
plications include modelling of sea ice dynamics [169], gas dynamics [180], modelling of
spur gears [87], dynamic material failure [32, 167], high velocity impact [112], explosions
[88, 107, 144, 188, 192], biomechanics [77, 90], modelling materials for use in animation
[164, 165], modelling of membranes [83, 193, 197, 198], heat transfer [75, 174], cutting
[4, 137], composite materials [134, 153, 194], chemical/mechanical coupling [74] and mod-
elling of foams [199].
2.1.5 The MPM combined with other methods
Key advantages of the MPM include its ability to handle large deformations without
element distortion. This however comes at the additional expense of mapping variables
to and from the background grid and identifying which element material points are in.
Sometimes only a section of a problem may benefit from these advantages and it is often
undesirable to model an entire problem using the MPM in this case. In situations like
this, the user is faced with a choice: whether another method would be more suited to the
particular application or if there is a possibility to combine existing methods together.
FEM
The MPM has many similarities with the standard FEM [33]. In fact it is possible to
think of the MPM as a finite element method with moving integration points instead of
fixed Gauss points in each element. The shape functions used to map between the grid
and the material points in the standard MPM are the same as the shape functions used
in the FEM . If material points are located at the positions of Gauss points in the FEM
and if the mesh is not reset after each step then the MPM becomes identical to the FEM.
A version of the FEM known as the press replace method is compared against the MPM
for jacked piles in [175]. This method works by repeatedly displacing a finite element
mesh by a pre-specified amount and replacing a slice of soil material by pile material while
assuming small strains and is not suitable for the wide range of problems that the MPM
can be used for.
A coupling between the MPM and the FEM was introduced in [205] using the FEM to
model a problem while taking advantage of the MPM for areas with large deformation.
Coupling of MPM and FEM was also implemented by Lian et al. [104, 105] and improved
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on in [36].
Mesh-free methods
It is possible to make comparisons between the MPM and other mesh-free methods such as
the Meshless Local Petrov Galerkin (MLPG), Element Free Galerkin (EFG) and Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) methods. One key advantage that the MPM has over many
of these mesh-free methods is that there is no need for a specific search to locate nearest
neighbours to define nodal connectivity. Instead, use can be made of the element topology
of the background grid and this can make the MPM less computationally expensive than
the other methods. Particle weighting functions are often needed to calculate the support
and influence of each points in mesh-free methods whereas the background grid is used for
this in MPM. There are many texts on the topic of mesh-free methods in general such as
[102, 110, 111] and it is not the focus of this review.
SPH [118] is one particular Lagrangian meshfree method that has received attention
in MPM publications. In SPH the domain is represented by a set of distributed parti-
cles needing no connectivity, rather than a set of nodes based around elements in a grid.
Functions at these points are approximated and smoothed as a weighted average over
neighbouring particles using a kernel function which weights contributions based on den-
sity and distance from the point of interest. There have been a number of comparisons
between MPM and Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [120, 147, 172] where the
key advantages of the MPM was been reinforced as not requiring a computationally ex-
pensive particle searching algorithm. The ability to apply boundary conditions directly
to the grid is also given as an advantage however this is only the case if the boundaries
in question align with the grid. [3] compares a number of computational methods for
landslide type problems including mesh-free methods and concluded that although there
were many geotechnical tools for prediction of failure there is often little information about
the post failure response needed to assess catastrophic damage. A coupled analysis using
MPM could be useful here however an incorporation of unsaturated soil models would be
needed for modelling landslides more accurately.
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Modelling at multiple scales
Being a continuum method the MPM does not account for explicit modelling of a mi-
crostructure of a material. One way in which work has been undertaken to facilitate this
is through multi-scale modelling. Here the MPM is combined with other methods that
concentrate on a much smaller scale such as molecular dynamics [31, 34, 92, 117]. The
advantage of using a coupled MPM approach here is the ability to model larger problems.
Many methods that focus on a smaller scale are so computationally expensive they can-
not be applied to any but the smallest of problems. The MPM has also been combined
with the Discrete Element Method (DEM) [109] where each material point is used as a
representative volume element.
An alternative way to incorporate a measure of the underlying microstructure of a
material is to account for non-local effects such as has been investigated in [23, 73]. The
use of a non-local methods is useful for removing the mesh dependancy which occurs in
certain problems such as shear bands and singularities. Another method for accounting
for material structure is using gradient methods. This has not previously been developed
within the MPM and will be explored further in Chapter 5.
2.2 Material Point Method implementation
In order to explain the methodology of the MPM in more detail, an outline of the problem
to be solved will be introduced. This section will begin with linear elasticity as a the
most basic theory of describing material deformation before showing an example using the
MPM.
2.2.1 Linear elasticity
When a stress is applied to a solid material, the material will undergo a deformation or
strain. In situations where this applied stress is less than the amount which would cause
a material to yield it behaves elastically. This means that when the stress is removed, the
material will return to its original shape. In many real world problems deformations can
be complex and displacements large. However, as a starting point, for small deformations
and infinitesimal strains an approximation can be made that the stress is linearly related
to the stress. This linear elastic relationship between stress and strain can be expressed
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as
{σ} = [De]{ε}. (2.1)
Working in a 3D cartesian frame (x,y,z), {σ} is the Cauchy stress vector,
{σ} =
{
σxx σyy σzz σxy σyz σzx
}T
, (2.2)
[De] is the elastic material stiffness matrix which is given as
[De] =
E
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)

(1− ν) ν ν 0 0 0
ν (1− ν) ν 0 0 0
ν ν (1− ν) 0 0 0
0 0 0 (1− 2ν)/2 0 0
0 0 0 0 (1− 2ν)/2 0
0 0 0 0 0 (1− 2ν)/2

, (2.3)
where E is the Young’s Modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. {ε} is the strain vector
{ε} =

εxx
εyy
εzz
εxy
εyz
εzx

=

∂u
∂x
∂v
∂y
∂w
∂z
∂u
∂y +
∂v
∂x
∂v
∂z +
∂w
∂y
∂w
∂x +
∂u
∂z

(2.4)
where u, v and w are the components of the displacement vector {u}.
For a body to be in equilibrium, the forces applied must be balanced by stresses within
the material. Taking {fb} to be body force per unit volume in each direction, and defining
the differential operator matrix [L], as
[L]T =

∂
∂x 0 0
∂
∂y 0
∂
∂z
0 ∂∂y 0
∂
∂x
∂
∂z 0
0 0 ∂∂z 0
∂
∂y
∂
∂x
 , (2.5)
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equilibrium of a body can be written as
[L]T {σ}+ {fb} = {0}. (2.6)
MPM discretisation
The MPM discretises a problem into a set of Lagrangian material points which move
through an Eulerian background grid made up of connected nodes. In this thesis, where
appropriate, quantities associated with grid nodes will be identified (·)g and those at ma-
terial points will be identified (·)p. The material points carry all the necessary information
including the stresses and their current global positions. This information is then mapped
to the background grid where calculations are carried out and the new values are then
mapped back to the material points. To be able to interpolate from the grid nodes to the
material points and vice versa, nodal shape functions must be introduced. A straightfor-
ward choice would be linear Lagrange shape functions as used in linear finite elements.
Each background grid element is given a set of local coordinates ξ in a domain from -1,
+1 in each direction.
The remainder of this thesis employs a plane strain approach, by assuming all strains in
an out of plane direction to be zero. Many problems can be modelled by only considering
two dimensions or for simple examples one dimension. The shape functions N for a given
position within the element can then be given for nodes i=1,2 for a 1D, 2-noded line
element as
Ni =
1± ξ
2
(2.7)
The matrix [N ] contains the values of the shape functions associated with each node once
for each dimension. Using these shape functions, the displacement {u} at any point within
the element can be calculated from a set of nodal displacements {ug} at grid nodes through
{u} = [N ]{ug}. (2.8)
Using the shape functions and the differential operator in (2.5) it is possible to write the
strain displacement matrix [B] which contains the derivatives of the shape functions with
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respect to the global coordinates ([N,x ]) as
[B] = [L][N ] (2.9)
Using (2.8), the definitions of strain in (2.4) and the strain displacement matrix, it is
possible to say that
{ε} = [B]{ug}. (2.10)
In practice it is only possible to analytically determine the derivatives with respect to the
local coordinates ([N,ξ ]). To transform between the two sets of coordinates it is necessary
to compute the Jacobian matrix [J ],
[J ]T =
∂xg
∂ξ
= [N,ξ ][xg] (2.11)
where [xg] are the current coordinates of the grid nodes. It is then possible to calculate
the derivatives of shape functions with respect to global coordinates through application
of the chain rule
[N,x ] = [J ]
−T [N,ξ ]. (2.12)
By substituting (2.10) into (2.1) and this into (2.6) the strong form of equilibrium can be
found to be
[L]T [De][L][N ]{ug}+ {fb} = {0}. (2.13)
Multiplying the strong form by a test function {c}T and integrating over the volume of
an element Ω gives the weak form
∫
Ω
{c}T [L]T [De][L][N ]{ug}dΩ +
∫
Ω
{c}T {fb}dΩ = 0. (2.14)
By applying the Gauss-Green theorem to the first term in (2.14) it is possible to obtain
∫
S
{c}T [De][L][N ]{ug}{n}dS −
∫
Ω
({c}[L])T [De][L][N ]{ug}dΩ +
∫
Ω
{c}T {fb}dΩ = 0.
(2.15)
Applying the same discretisation to {c} as {u} and replacing {c} with [N ]{a}, where {a}
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are nodal values, it is possible rearrange (2.15) and arrive at
∫
Ω
[B]T [De][B]dΩ {ug} =
∫
S
[N ]T {t}dS +
∫
Ω
[N ]T {fb}dΩ, (2.16)
where {t} are traction forces equal to [σ]{n} and {n} are normals to the surface. This
weak form can be written more concisely as
[K]{ug} = {fg}, (2.17)
where [K] is the global stiffness matrix and {fg} are nodal forces made up of external
tractions and body forces. This global stiffness matrix and global force vector can be
assembled from contributions from background grid elements to obtain the equation that
needs to be solved for {ug} in the MPM. The integration in (2.16) is performed numerically
using the material points as quadrature points and will be described in more detail in the
next section.
2.2.2 MPM algorithm
At the beginning of a MPM analysis it is necessary to define the problem domain by
specifying the background grid nodal coordinates and the initial particle positions. In
regard to choosing the background grid, it is not restricted to any particular shape however
it can be useful for it to be made of regular uniform elements for ease of initial location of
material points within each grid element. The grid must also extend to where any material
points are expected to move into during the simulation. Fixed boundary conditions can
be applied directly to grid nodes at this point.
The initial material point locations can also be chosen freely however it is desirable
to locate material points equally within background elements as this simplifies identifying
how much volume should be associated with each material point and therefore its weight.
Each material point is assigned a volume Vp based on the volume of material it represents in
the global coordinate system as shown in Figure 2.4. In the standard MPM the weight (or
volume) associated with each material point is fixed and stays with the particle throughout
the simulation.
For linear elastic problems it is not usually necessary to model over a number of load
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Grid Nodes Material Points
Figure 2.4: Four material points in a 2D element each with a weight equal to a quarter of
the element area.
steps, however to demonstrate the MPM in its full capacity it will be assumed that the
simulation will be split over a number of steps. The result of this is a method which,
although linear within a step, over multiple load steps begins to account for finite defor-
mations. This is due to the geometry being constantly updated as material points move.
With this in mind, the first thing that is necessary to do in a load step is to identify which
background grid elements contain which material points.
Particle element locations
To identify in which element each material point is currently located has the potential to
be expensive. However, by keeping the background mesh a uniform grid aligned with the
coordinate axis, it is possible to use a simple algorithm to calculate each particle’s element
by comparing the coordinate values in each dimension of with those of the background
grid. For situations where this is not the case it is possible to use other more sophisticated
routines, however this task then becomes more expensive than for a regular rectangu-
lar grid. As material points can move between elements it is possible to have elements
containing no material points; if an element contains no material points that element is
ignored from the calculations in that load step.
Local coordinate identification
Once it has been identified in which element a particle lies, it is necessary to compute the
local coordinates (ξ, η in 2D) of the particle relative to the element. If the material points
have been positioned at selected local coordinates originally this is trivial for the first step,
however once the material points have moved the local positions within elements requires
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calculation. For a regular grid aligned with the coordinate axes it is again possible to
simplify this by comparing the overall global coordinates. Otherwise, to calculate this, an
initial estimate is made as to the local coordinates and shape functions are calculated for
this point. These shape functions are then multiplied by the grid node coordinates and
compared to the actual material point global coordinates. The actual local coordinates
are then iterated towards using the Newton Raphson (NR) method until correct local
coordinates are converged upon (doing this with linear elements, this should converge in
a single iteration due to the underlying element basis).
Mapping external forces
Once the local coordinates of a material point are known within an element, the shape
functions [N ] can then be computed. With these, any external forces that are being
applied at material points can be mapped to the background grid nodes through
{f extg } =
nmp∑
i=1
{f extpi }[Ni], (2.18)
where nmp is the number of material points in the element and Ni are the shape functions
for each of the material points associated with grid nodes in that element, as shown in
Figure 2.5. Body forces can be similarly mapped using
{f extg } =
nmp∑
i=1
{fb}[Ni]Vi, (2.19)
however, tractions are more difficult to apply as they require a representation of the
material boundary. See [45] or [19] for further details.
Grid Nodes Material Points
Figure 2.5: Mapping of forces from material points to grid nodes in an element in 2D.
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Calculating stiffness
The element stiffness derived in (2.17) can be written as
[Ke] =
∫
Ω
[B]T [De][B]dΩ (2.20)
This can be approximated numerically by replacing the integral above with a summation
over all material points within an element
[Ke] =
nmp∑
i=1
[B]Ti [D
e][B]iVpi . (2.21)
where nmp is the number of material points in the element. By adding contributions for
all active elements within the domain an overall stiffness can be computed. It is now
possible to solve a linear system of equations on the background grid to determine the
nodal displacements.
[Kg]{ug} = {fg}. (2.22)
From these nodal displacements strains and stresses can be calculated at material points
using (2.10) and (2.1). If performing a calculation over a number of steps the strain
should also be stored at each material point. The stress and strain are then updated
incrementally based on the increment from the current loadstep and the total strain from
previous loadsteps. Using the stress at the material points, it is then possible to calculate
internal forces at grid nodes
{f int} =
∫
Ω
[B]T {σ}dΩ. (2.23)
This integral is also calculated as a summation of material points
{f int} =
nmp∑
i=1
[B]Ti {σ}iVpi . (2.24)
For a linear elastic model these internal forces should balance out immediately if one were
to check equilibrium with applied external forces. At the end of a loadstep the position of
the material points are required to be updated. Displacements at material points can be
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calculated as
{up} =
nnodes∑
i=1
[N ]i{ugi}. (2.25)
The global positions of material points are then updated by
{xp}n+1 = {xp}n + {up}n. (2.26)
as shown in Figure 2.6. As the grid nodal positions are reset after each loadstep they
are not updated here giving the newly positioned material points and the original grid as
shown in Figure 2.7. A summary is given in Algorithm 2.1.
2.2.3 Numerical example
This subsection describes an initial investigation of the MPM based on the algorithm
described above. Given the similarities between the MPM and the FEM the method was
implemented by modifying an existing small strain finite element code [44], which allowed
the overall structure to be mirrored in the implementation. The code was run with a
simple example to verify its ability to model a simple problem and to demonstrate issues
highlighted in the literature such as the grid crossing instability. The code was used to
replicate the simple one dimensional problem of uniaxial quasi-static compression of a
column under self weight presented in [15]. The column had a initial height of 50 units
and a Young’s modulus of E = 106 as can be seen in Figure 2.8. Gravity was applied by
increasing the body force from zero to 40000 units, enough for the height of the column
Grid Nodes Material Points
Figure 2.6: Mapping of displacments from grid nodes back to material points.
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Algorithm 2.1 Implicit MPM algorithm
lstp 1 2 ...lstps FOR EACH Loadstep
Calculate which elements each particle is in, and there-
fore free degrees of freedom
{fextn+1} increment and map the ex-ternal forces {fextg } = {fextp }[N ] (2.19)
nels 1 2 ...nels FOR EACH element
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material Point
[B] strain displacement matrix [B] =
[
∂N
∂X
]
(2.9)
[Ke] particle contribution to el-
ement stiffness
[Kp] = [B]T [D][B]Vp (2.21)
{∆ug} solve for displacements {∆ug} = [K]−1{f}, (2.22)
nels 1 2 ...nels FOR EACH element
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material Point
{∆up} particle displacement {∆up} = [N ]{∆ug} (2.25)
[B] strain displacement matrix [B] =
[
∂N
∂X˜
]
(2.9)
{∆ε} calculate strain increment {∆ε} = [B]{∆ug} (2.10)
{xn+1p } update particle positions {xn+1p } = {xnp} + {∆up} (2.26)
{εn+1} update particle strains {εn+1} = {εn} + {∆ε}
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Grid Nodes Material Points
Figure 2.7: Material Point Method. Initial position of material points (a), deformed mesh
and material points (b) and reset mesh with updated material points (c).
to reduce by 1 unit. The analytical solution as given in [15] is
σ(z) = E
{√
2ρ0b
E
(∆− z) + 1− 1
}
, (2.27)
where ρ0b is the body force, and z is the current position in the column of current height
∆.
As the analysis is linear the correct solution can be obtained in a single step. In
this situation, the MPM is identical to the FEM with the Gauss points being replaced by
material points which do not necessarily have the same positions as the quadrature points.
In this study the effects of a number of different factors were investigated. To begin with,
the number of elements and the number of loadsteps were changed, the results of which are
shown in Figure 3.6. It can be seen that when using a single loadstep, the results agreed
well with the analytical solution as expected. The stepped response of the MPM is due to
w
z = 50
z = 0
L0
Figure 2.8: 1D column under self weight.
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the linear basis functions giving a constant stress in each element (a single material point
in the centre of each element would give zero error for this specific case). When increasing
the number of loadsteps to 2, and further to 20, the results when modelling the problem
with 10 elements do not significantly change. However, when the number of elements is
larger (as shown with 100 elements) then there exist spurious oscillations in the stress
response. This can be attributed to the fact that with larger numbers of elements and
movement of material points possible between steps it is possible to introduce the grid
crossing error that is noted in the literature [15].
To show more clearly the effect of material point grid crossing an error measure can be
introduced, this is again taken from the work in [15] and is written as
Error =
∑
p
|σ(Zp)− σp|Vp
WL0
. (2.28)
Using this error measure, the number of load steps, elements and material points were
varied and the convergence was plotted. It can be seen from Figure 2.10 that changing
the number of material points does not affect the accuracy in this instance due to only
requiring a single point to integrate the stiffness and body force correctly. It can also be
seen that for a single load step the convergence rate, the rate at which the error reduces
with the increase in background grid elements, is approximately 1, the same rate that
would be seen using linear finite elements. When the number of load steps is increased
it is observed that for low numbers of elements, where no grid crossing occurs, the same
convergence properties can be seen. When the number of elements increases to a point
where grid crossing begins to occur the convergence plot plateaus. One reason for this is
that by using a finer background grid additional crossing between grid elements occurs
which introduces additional errors. However, this is not the only cause of the degradation
of convergence rate. A key point which is often overlooked in the MPM is the fact that
the formulation presented here is using an incrementally linear (but globally non-linear )
algorithm to model a small strain problem. This is due to the geometry updating due to
the movements of material points. Because of this it is not possible to converge towards
a solution which is fully linear but it will also not converge to a fully large deformation
solution due to being incrementally linear. This will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.9: Variation of stress in a column under self weight with different loads applied,
using 2 material points (MPs) per element.
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Figure 2.10: Convergence of MPM analysis with increasing numbers of background grid
elements for 2-5 material points per element for (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 20 loadsteps.
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From these results it can be taken that the MPM can model linear elastic problems
well using a single load step. This is not a surprising statement as for a single step it is
equivalent to the FEM. The correct implementation of the method has been shown by
achieving the correct convergence rate. For large deformation problems where the MPM
will be more advantageous however, it is essential to use multiple loadsteps. It has been
confirmed that for multiple load steps even for a problem modelled well in a single step
the MPM introduces errors which limit overall accuracy. As discussed in Section 2.1.2 this
has been previously addressed using a number of different techniques including the GIMP
method.
2.3 Observations
In this chapter the background of the MPM has been discussed in detail including many
of its current applications. The existence of well known grid crossing error has been
highlighted from the literature. It has been shown that for linear elasticity the MPM can
be implemented easily as a modification of the FEM, and it has been demonstrated that for
small deformations it can provide good results. The grid crossing error that appears when
material points begin to cross between element boundaries caused by more elements (or
larger deformations) is also demonstrated and it is found that notable errors are introduced
into the stress response which limit convergence towards an analytical solution. To combat
this, the introduction of a method such as the GIMP method should be considered. It
was also identified that this lack of convergence is partly down to the MPM being linear
within a load step but globally non-linear meaning that it is not possible to agree with
a purely linear analytical solution or a fully geometrically non-linear solution. As the
advantages of the MPM lie in modelling large deformation problems a consistent non-
linear finite deformation framework must be introduced. In the next chapter, the MPM
formulation given in this chapter will be extended to a GIMP method including geometric
non-linearity.
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Chapter 3
iGIMP for large deformation
elasticity
In the previous Chapter, two reasons that the Material Point Method (MPM) could not
converge to an analytical solution for a simple one dimensional compression problem were
identified. The first of these reasons is an error which occurs when material points move
between background grid elements causing a sudden transfer of stiffness in these elements.
To address this, an implicit formulation of the Generalised Interpolation Material Point
(GIMP) method, originally proposed in an explicit formulation by Kober and Bardenhagen
[15], will be introduced as a way of reducing the grid crossing error. The GIMP method has
been chosen as it is the most straightforward way to introduce domains of influence into the
MPM. The second reason the MPM would not converge to an analytical solution is that the
MPM is linear within each step but non-linear globally, this means that the MPM is unable
to converge to either a linear or geometrically non-linear analytical solution. To achieve
convergence to a finite deformation solution a fully geometrically non-linear framework
must be introduced so that the method is also non-linear within each step. In this chapter
the implicit Generalised Interpolation Material Point (iGIMP) method will be introduced
in Section 3.1, calculating new weighting functions and demonstrating the effectiveness of
these changes. iGIMP refers to the implicit implementation of the GIMP method that
is used in this thesis, GIMP does not imply the previously implemented explicit version
and is used to refer to the method in general. A large deformation framework will then
be derived in Section 3.2 and explained for the iGIMP method and algorithms will be
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presented. The effectiveness of the geometrically non-linear iGIMP method will then be
demonstrated using numerical examples in Section 3.3.
3.1 Implicit Generalised Interpolation Material Point method
The GIMP method [15] extends each material point from being a discrete point at a single
location representing a volume of material to each material point having an associated area
or volume in the form of an influence domain. This modification allows material points
that are close enough to an element edge that the domain overlaps, to influence nodes
associated with elements other than the one they are inside. These influence domains
are described using a characteristic function (χp) which is then used to modify the shape
functions. The influence domains are defined to initially cover the whole of the material
with no gaps or overlaps wherever possible. A drawback of the method can be highlighted
here in that if a domain has a curved or sloped boundary it is not possible to model this
exactly using the GIMP method in the standard way. This is outside the scope of this
thesis but useful progress on modelling boundaries in the MPM can be found in [45].
3.1.1 Shape functions
In the GIMP method the standard linear shape functions [Ng] that are used in the MPM
given in (2.7) are replaced by weighting functions notated as [Svp] to be consistent with
the majority of the literature. These functions are constructed in one dimension using
the existing shape functions in addition to the material point characteristic functions.
To construct weighting functions in two or three dimensions, the tensor product of one
dimensional functions can be taken. The most commonly used characteristic function is
a top hat function with a value of unity within the material point’s influence domain and
zero elsewhere. This characteristic function, which is used in the development below, can
be expressed as
χp(ξ) =

1, if ξ ∩ Ωp
0, otherwise.
(3.1)
where ξ is the local coordinate of the material point within an element and Ωp is the
material point’s influence domain. The weighting function (Svp) can then be calculated in
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the local coordinate system as
Svp =
1
Vp
∫
Ωp∩Ω
χp(ξ)Ng(ξ)dξ, (3.2)
where Vp is the material point volume (or length in 1D) and Ω is the problem domain. An
advantage of this approach is that it is possible in the GIMP method to calculate these
modified shape functions analytically whereas other methods such as Convected Particle
Domain Interpolation (CPDI)[151] require additional approximations. The gradient of the
weighting functions (∇Svp), can also be calculated using
∇Svp = 1
Vp
∫
Ωp∩Ω
χp(ξ)∇Ng(ξ)dξ. (3.3)
The standard MPM shape functions can be recovered as a special case of the GIMP shape
functions by setting the characteristic function equal to the Dirac delta function, that is
χp(ξ) = δ(ξ)Vp. (3.4)
This reduces the material point’s influence domain to a discrete point. The GIMP weight-
ing functions (3.2) can be thought of as being constructed in one dimension from a convo-
lution of the linear shape functions and the characteristic function. This is shown graph-
ically in Figure 3.1. The weighting function at a particular point can be calculated as
the overlapping area between a material point’s influence domain and the standard shape
functions of the associated background grid node. The standard shape functions (solid
lines) and GIMP weighting functions (dashed lines) are shown for a one dimensional set of
adjacent nodes in Figure 3.2. The GIMP weighting functions shown use the characteristic
function, χp as a top hat function described in (3.1). Here it can be seen how a material
point contributes to not only the nodes of the element it is in but also to surrounding
nodes. It can be observed that when summing the GIMP functions, they still possess
partition of unity. When material point influence domains overlap multiple elements it is
necessary to ensure that each material point contributes the correct amount to each node.
It is possible to calculate these contributions on an element by element basis, as is done
in the Finite Element Method (FEM) but it must be considered that only the part of a
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ξξ
lp
ξ1 ξ2
1
Svp(ξ1) 2
Svp(ξ2)Nb
a c
Svp
b
material point background grid node
Figure 3.1: Weighting function associated with a node b shown as a convolution of the
standard shape function at (Nb) and material point characteristic function χp, with width
lp.
material point domain which overlaps is considered. This can be achieved by constructing
modified weighting functions where the integrations in (3.2) and (3.3) are only calculated
over the area of each element. Figure 3.3 shows (in a similar manner as Figure 3.1) how
the new functions Svpa and Svpb can be constructed from the overlapping area between
the characteristic functions and the standard shape functions within an element. The
weighting functions associated with the element a-b in Figure 3.3 are
Svpa =
1
4lp
2ξ2 − ξ22 − 2ξ1 + ξ21 and Svpb =
1
4lp
2ξ2 + ξ
2
2 − 2ξ1 − ξ21 , (3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Weighting functions shown for grid nodes b, c, d and e in one dimension.
where ξ1 and ξ2 are the integration limits for (3.2) in the local coordinates of the current
element which can be expressed as
ξ1 =

−1, if ξp − lp2 < −1
ξp − lp2 , if ξp − lp2 > −1
(3.6)
and
ξ2 =

1, if ξp +
lp
2 > 1
ξp +
lp
2 , if ξp +
lp
2 < 1
(3.7)
where ξp is the material point location and lp is the material point domain size. By
summing these weighting functions at nodes from the contributions from different elements
it is possible to recover the GIMP weighting functions as introduced earlier. This is shown
in Figure 3.4, where Svpb (shown by the solid dark line) is reconstructed from contributions
from elements a−b and b−c (shown by the dashed lines). The gradients of the weighting
functions are calculated similarly using (3.3). Figure 3.5 shows the overlap between the
material point characteristic function and the gradients of the standard shape functions
within each element as dashed lines and the sum of these at node b shown as a solid line.
It can again be seen that these functions extend beyond the element but the gradients
of the GIMP shape functions are recovered when contributions from both elements are
considered. The area with a constant gradient is the section where the material point’s
influence domain is fully inside the element; at this point it is equal to the standard linear
shape functions. The gradient weighting functions for element a− b in Figure 3.5 can be
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Figure 3.3: Construction of element based weighting functions shown from the convolution
of the material point characteristic function with shape functions of nodes of the element.
expressed as
∇Svpa =
ξ1 − ξ2
2lp
and ∇Svpb =
ξ2 − ξ1
2lp
(3.8)
where ξ1 and ξ2 are given by (3.6) and (3.7). This means that the strain displacement
matrix [B] has to be constructed from each element that a material point overlaps and
now is formed as.
[B] =
[[
∂Savp1
∂X
] [
∂Savp2
∂X
]
+
[
∂Sbvp2
∂X
] [
∂Sbvp3
∂X
]]
. (3.9)
where X is the global coordinate. Other than these modifications, Equations (2.8 to 2.26)
outlined in Chapter 2 remain the same with [Svp] replacing [N ]. In the iGIMP method
it is necessary to assemble the stiffness through material point contributions rather than
element contributions; this is to ensure that terms coupling nodes in adjacent elements
that are not directly connected are not ignored when material domains overlap multiple
elements. The nodal stiffness components of a single material point can thus be obtained
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Figure 3.4: The GIMP weighting function shown for a node b constructed from the sum
of the weighting functions in two elements.
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Figure 3.5: The GIMP gradient weighting function shown constructed from the sum of
the gradient weighting functions in two elements.
through
[Kp] = [B]
T [De][B]Vp, (3.10)
The algorithm for iGIMP with linear elasticity can be seen in Algorithm 3.1.
3.1.2 Numerical example
The same problem of the compression of a column under self weight, as outlined in Section
2.2.3, is modelled again, this time using the iGIMP method. The column has a height
initially of 50 units and a Young’s modulus of E = 106 this time modelled on a background
grid split into 100 elements. The column is again compressed by increasing the body force
up to 40000 units in order to reduce the height of the column by 1 unit. Figure 3.6 shows
the stress variation throughout the deformed column for 2 and 20 load steps. Here it can
be seen that the stress oscillations due to the grid crossing are no longer observed. This
does not however fix the lack of convergence as the GIMP method is still linear within a
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Algorithm 3.1 Elastic iGIMP algorithm.
lstp 1 2 ...lstps FOR EACH Loadstep
Calculate which elements each particle overlaps, and
therefore free degrees of freedom
{fextn+1} increment and map the ex-ternal forces {fextg } = {fextp }[Svp] (2.19)*
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material Point
nels 1 2 ...nels FOR EACH overlapping element
[B] strain displacement matrix [B] =
[
∂Savp1
∂X
]
. . . (3.9)
[Kp] particle stiffness [Kp] = [B]
T [D][B]Vp (3.10)
{∆ug} solve for displacements {∆ug} = [K]−1{f}, (2.22)
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material Point
nels 1 2 ...nels FOR EACH overlapping element
{∆up} particle displacement {∆up} = [Svp]{∆ug} (2.25)*
[B] strain displacement matrix [B] =
[
∂Savp1
∂X˜
]
. . . (3.9)
{∆ε} calculate strain increment {∆ε} = [B]{∆ug} (2.10)
{xn+1p } update particle positions {xn+1p } = {xnp} + {∆up} (2.26)
{εn+1} update particle strains {εn+1} = {εn} + {∆ε}
Equations marked with a * indicate where [N ] has been replaced by [Svp].
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step but globally non-linear meaning that it cannot converge to either the linear solution
(2.27) or the finite deformation solution detailed in Section 3.3.1. This is shown for both
two and 20 loadsteps in Figure 3.7. The MPM convergence using 2 material points is also
shown and highlights that although a very small improvement is shown by using GIMP,
in order to correctly converge to an analytical solution over multiple loadsteps, the GIMP
method must be extended to use a finite deformation framework.
3.2 Large deformation iGIMP
Now that the grid crossing error has been alleviated, it is possible to model problems where
material points move significantly from their initial positions. To model this correctly, a
large deformation framework must be introduced. In this section an updated Lagrangian
formulation with a linear relationship between logarithmic strains and Kirchhoff stresses
will be introduced. This is one of the most straightforward ways to implement large strain
elasticity [94]. In the updated Lagrangian approach, variables are calculated with reference
to a previously converged state, not the original state as in a total Lagrangian approach.
This is particularly useful for material point methods as the mesh is discarded after each
load step so the original state is not available.
3.2.1 Extending elasticity for large deformations
When accounting for the evolving geometry of a body the linear relationship assumed
between infinitesimal strains and small displacements no longer holds. To achieve a result
closer to the true response a non-linear relationship between strains and displacements is
required. To do this, the concept of the deformation gradient, [F ], is introduced as the
main variable tracked at each material point throughout a simulation. Given a material
point with original coordinates {X} that after deformation ϕ({X}) has current updated
coordinates {x}, the deformation gradient can be defined as
[F ] =
∂{x}
∂{X} . (3.11)
From the deformation gradient it is possible to calculate the left Cauchy-Green strain
tensor as
[b] = [F ][F ]T , (3.12)
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Figure 3.6: Variation of stress in a column under self weight using elastic iGIMP.
and from this define the logarithmic strain as
{ε} = 1
2
ln({b}). (3.13)
The Kirchhoff stress can then be calculated as
{τ} = [De]{ε}, (3.14)
where [De] is the conventional linear elastic isotropic material stiffness tensor introduced
in Equation (2.3). The Cauchy stress can then be retrieved from the Kirchhoff stress using
the standard relationship
{σ} = J−1{τ}, (3.15)
where J = det([F ]) is the volume ratio. This choice of stress and strain measures allows a
straightforward use of the small strain constitutive model for large deformation problems
as shown in Algorithm 3.3. This approach also allows implementation of elasto-plastic
constitutive models within the same framework.
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Figure 3.7: Convergence to linear and non-linear analytical solutions using elastic iGIMP.
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3.2.2 Equilibrium for large deformation elasticity
For this updated Lagrangian approach, the Galerkin form of the weak statement of equi-
librium for GIMP can be expressed as
{fR} =
∫
ϕ(Ω)
[G]T {σ}dΩ−
∫
ϕ(Ω)
[Svp]
T {fb}dΩ−
∫
ϕ(s)
[Svp]
T {t}ds = {0}. (3.16)
This is the same as (2.16), however, the integrations now take place over the current
updated domain and surface, [Svp] is the GIMP shape function matrix and [G] is the
strain-displacement matrix containing the derivatives of the GIMP shape functions with
respect to the updated nodal coordinates. This is required as the consistent tangent
matrix, linking force and displacement, will no longer necessarily be symmetric. Now that
(3.16) is non-linear in terms of the unknown displacements it cannot be solved directly.
A Newton-Raphson (NR) procedure is chosen to solve these equations. This will require
a number of iterations within each load step; in the development below, k will refer to
the previous iteration and k + 1 will refer to the current iteration. The incremental
nodal displacements within a load step, {∆u}, are obtained by iteratively updating the
displacements until (3.16) is satisfied within a given tolerance.
{δuk+1} = [K]−1{fRk }, (3.17)
where {δuk+1} are the iterative nodal displacements, {fRk } is the global residual out-of-
balance force vector (3.16) from the kth iteration and [K] is the stiffness matrix evaluated
at the current displacement. This must be constructed in full so that the system of
equations can be solved for displacements. The current displacement increment within
a load step can be obtained through the sum of the increments of displacement in each
iteration
{∆uk+1} =
k+1∑
n=1
{δun}. (3.18)
This procedure can be seen in Figure 3.8. Given an applied force of fextn , the converged
displacement is un at point A. The external force is then incremented in the next load step
by fR0 to f
ext
n+1 and using [Kn] predicts an incremental displacement of ∆u1 to an overall
displacement of u1n+1 indicated by the black symbol. However, after this first iteration the
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internal forces caused by this displacement are too small (fR1 > tol), indicated by the white
symbol at point B, so another iteration is required. This time the internal force residual
reduces to fR2 and the displacement increases by δu2 to u2n+1 giving a total incremental
displacement for the load step of ∆u2. Iterations continue until a given tolerance is reached.
The element stiffness matrix for the updated Lagrangian GIMP method is given as
f int
d
fextn
fextn+1
[K]
fR2
fR1
fR0
un u1n+1 u2n+1
A
B
δu1
∆u1
∆u2
δu2
Figure 3.8: Newton Raphson method.
[KE ] =
∫
ϕ(Ω)
[G]T [Dcst][G]dΩ. (3.19)
The non-symmetric spatial material tangent modulus of a material point is given by [157]
[Dcst] =
1
2J
[De][LD][BD]− [SD], (3.20)
where (expressed in index notation for compactness)
LDmnpq =
∂ ln(bmn)
∂bpq
, BDpqkl = δpkbql + δqkbpl and S
D
ijkl = σilδjk. (3.21)
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LDmnpq can be determined as a specific case of the derivative of a general symmetric second
order tensor function with respect to its argument, details of which can be found in [126].
It is essential that this tangent modulus is consistent with the integration procedure used in
order to achieve correct convergence within the NR scheme. As in small strain GIMP, the
stiffness can be summed over material points rather than elements and for each material
point the nodal stiffness contributions are
[Kp] = [G]T [Dcst][G]Vp, (3.22)
where Vp is the current material point volume. A material point’s contribution to the
internal force vector is given by
{f int} = [G]T {σ}Vp (3.23)
where {σ} is the Cauchy stress at the material point.
Calculation of the deformation gradient
The deformation gradient calculation can be split by multiplicative decomposition into
the deformation gradient from a previous converged state, [Fn], and the increment in
deformation gradient [∆F ], that is
[F ] = [∆F ][Fn]. (3.24)
Usually in an updated Lagrangian formulation [∆F ] is calculated through [55]
[∆F ] =
(
[I]− ∂{∆u}
∂{x}
)−1
, (3.25)
where [I] is a three by three identity matrix and {∆u} is the increment in displacement.
However, in the MPM and GIMP methods the concept of the current coordinates of the
nodes does not exist. This is because the shape functions and their derivatives are defined
assuming that the global coordinates of the background mesh remain in a regular grid
which is reset on each loadstep. It is therefore not possible to use (3.25) to determine the
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deformation gradient increment. Instead it must be calculated using
[∆F ] = [I] +
∂{∆u}
∂{X˜} , (3.26)
(see [55] amongst others) where {X˜} = {x}−{∆u} are the coordinates at the start of the
loadstep. Equation (3.26) allows the determination of the increment in the deformation
gradient based on a regular (undeformed) background grid. In order to form the stiffness
matrix and internal force vector for an updated Lagrangian formulation the derivatives
of the shape functions with respect to the updated coordinates, {x}, are required. It is
possible to get this from the coordinates at the start of the load step through
∂{X˜}
∂{x} = [I]−
∂{∆u}
∂{x} = [∆F ]
−1, (3.27)
where [∆F ]−1 is the inverse of the increment in the deformation gradient which can be
obtained from (3.26)). The derivatives of the shape functions with respect to the updated
coordinates can then be obtained as
∂(Svp)a
∂{x} =
∂(Svp)a
∂{X˜}
(
[∆F ]
)−1
, (3.28)
When calculating [G] from the sum of the different contributions from elements the
material point overlaps it is important to take into account the mapping outlined in (3.28).
Due to material points potentially having influence over different numbers of nodes, the
size of [G] can change between material points. The structure of [G] in 1D for a material
point overlapping two elements is
[G] =
[[
∂Savp1
∂{X˜}
] [
∂Savp2
∂{X˜}
]
+
[
∂Sbvp2
∂{X˜}
] [
∂Sbvp3
∂{X˜}
]]
[∆F ]−1, (3.29)
where superscripts a and b refer to the derivatives of the weighting functions in elements
a and b.
Updating of material point influence domains
In order to ensure the correct order of convergence of the NR process it is essential to use
the volume in the current spatial frame (3.30) in both (3.22) and (3.23). This is achieved
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through
Vp = det([∆F ])V
n
p , (3.30)
where V np is the material point volume at the previously converged state, obtained from the
product of the global influence domain lengths in each direction lpi . In order to calculate
this updated volume the influence domains lengths must be updated at the end of each
loadstep. This has previously been referred to as cpGIMP [183], and has the advantage
of reducing gaps and overlaps which can occur between material point domains if they
are not updated (referred to as uGIMP). One option is to update the domain lengths, lpi ,
using diagonal components of the deformation gradient
{lp} = {l0p}diag([F ]), (3.31)
where {l0p} are the original domain lengths. However, problems arise when the rotational
component of the deformation gradient is non-zero [151]. Instead here a new approach is
taken where the domain lengths are updated according to the symmetric material stretch
tensor
[U ] =
√
[F ]T [F ], (3.32)
where [F ] = [R][U ] and [R] is the rotational component of the deformation gradient. It
should be clear from the above equation that the material stretch tensor is equivalent to
the deformation gradient rotated back into the original reference frame. It should also be
noted that the right stretch matrix is used here due to the fact that the domains being
updated are in the unrotated state. Figure 3.9 shows the decomposition of the deformation
gradient into the stretch and rotational components. The material point domains can then
be updated according to
{lp} = {l0p}diag([U ]). (3.33)
The importance of this modification to previous approaches such as [183] will be demon-
strated numerically in Section 3.3.3.
At the end of each loadstep, once the NR process has converged to within the designated
tolerance, the material point positions and domains are updated and the background grid
is reset. The iGIMP algorithm is outlined in more detail in Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3.
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Algorithm 3.2 Implicit GIMP algorithm, main structure
lstp 1 2 ...lstps FOR EACH Loadstep
Calculate which elements each particle overlaps, and
therefore free degrees of freedom
{fextn+1} increment and map the ex-ternal forces {fextg } = {fextp }[Svp] (2.19)*
NRit 1 2 ... WHILE |fR| < tol
{∆ug} solve for displacements {δuk+1} = [K]
−1{fRk },{∆uk+1} = {∆uk} + {δuk+1} (3.17)
{∆up} particle displacement {∆up} = [Svp]{∆ug} (2.25)*
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material point
[
∂Savp1
∂X ]{∆un+1}
calculate derivatives of
displacements by loop-
ing through overlapping
elements
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material point
see Algorithm 3.3
{fR} out of balance force {fR} = {f int} − {fext}
{lp} update particle domainlengths {lp} = {l0p}diag([U ]) (3.33)
{xn+1p } update particle positions {xn+1p } = {xnp}+ {up} (2.26)
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Algorithm 3.3 Implicit GIMP algorithm, material point loop
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material point
[∆F ] deformation gra-
dient increment
[∆Fn+1] = [1] +
[
∂∆un+1
∂X˜
]
(3.26)
[F ] updated defor-
mation gradient
[Fn+1] = [∆Fn+1][Fn] (3.25)
[b] left Cauchy
Green strain
[b] = [Fn+1][Fn+1]
T (3.12)
[ε] logarithmic elas-
tic strain
[ε] = 12 log([b]) (3.13)
[τ ] Kirchhoff stress
use small strain constitutive
model
[σ] Cauchy stress [σ] = J−1[τ ] (3.15)
[Dcst] spatial tangent [Dcst] = 1
2J
[Dalg][LD][BD]− [SD] (3.20)
nels 1 2 ...nels FOR EACH overlapping element
[G] strain displace-
ment matrix
[G] =
[
∂Savp1
∂X˜
]
[∆F ]−1 . . . (3.29)
{f intp } particle internalforce {f intp } = [G]T {σ}Vp (3.23)
[Kp] particle stiffness [Kp] = [G]
T [Dcst][G]Vp (3.10)
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Figure 3.9: Visualisation of the deformation gradient split into rotational and stretch
components.
3.3 Numerical examples
In this section, numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the geometrically non-
linear updated Lagrangian iGIMP method. The method will be verified in one dimension
before examining a number of two dimensional problems.
3.3.1 One dimensional compression under self weight
The response of a column to the application of a body force due to increasing gravity
(from 0 to 40000 units) is again modelled using the same geometry (height of 50 units)
and material properties (Young’s modulus of E = 106), as in Section 3.1.2. For the case
shown in Figure 3.10, the background grid is discretised into 50 elements with each element
initially containing two material points positioned so that the influence domain of each
material point consists of half the element, or Vp = 0.5 units. The stresses at the end of
the simulation using the geometrically nonlinear iGIMP method are shown in Figure 3.10.
For comparison, the stresses using the standard MPM with a geometrically non-linear
framework are also shown using the same discretisation and the analytical solution. Now
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that the method is nonlinear within a step as well as globally the analytical solution for
the Cauchy stress can be determined from the initial vertical position within the column,
Z, by
σ = ρ0b(l0 − Z), (3.34)
where ρ0 is the initial density of the material l0 is the original height of the column and b
is the body force. The Cauchy stress can be calculated from the Kirchhoff stress by (3.15).
The MPM and iGIMP simulations were both run using 20 loadsteps. It can be seen that
the MPM simulation experiences an oscillation in its stress response due to grid crossing
and deviates significantly from the analytical solution, even more so than for the linear
elastic case. In the iGIMP method this problem is alleviated as the transfer of stiffness
and internal force between elements happens more gradually giving a smoother change in
stiffness as opposed to a sudden jump in the MPM. As before, the error measure can be
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Figure 3.10: Numerical solutions using iGIMP and implicit MPM of a column under self
weight plotted against the analytical solution.
defined as
error =
∑
p
|σ(zp)− σp|Vp0
WL0
, (3.35)
where σ(zp) is the calculated analytical stress for the position, Vp0 is the initial influence
domain size and W is the weight of the column. Figure 3.11 shows the convergence for
2 and 20 loadsteps for both the MPM and iGIMP methods using the large deformation
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framework. Now that both methods are now non-linear within each step as well as globally
it can be seen that the iGIMP method now continues to converge to the analytical solution
whereas the MPM still is restricted by grid crossing.
It can be seen in Figure 3.11 that varying the number of material points does not
have a large influence for this problem. The convergence rate for the iGIMP method
varies between 1 and 2 for most numbers of elements with a degradation towards higher
numbers of elements. It is possible that this can be attributed to the fact that there will
be more material points crossing boundaries contributing additional error which cancels
out the benefit of additional elements. This highlights the fact that the GIMP method
reduces the grid crossing error, but does not remove it completely.
The same problem is also modelled with weights of w = 100, 000, w = 200, 000, w =
300, 000 and w = 400, 000, up to ten times larger than the initial problem to show the large
deformation capabilities of the method. Figure 3.12 shows the stress against position and
the corresponding analytical solutions for each of these simulations, all exhibiting good
agreement with their respective analytical solutions. Figure 3.13 shows the convergence of
the error with increasing number of background grid elements for the largest case. Here
the convergence was also compared against linear and quadratic geometrically non-linear
FEM solutions. It can be seen that for a given number of elements, the error for the
GIMP code is less than the linear FEM simulation with 2 Gauss points per element. The
convergence rate for the FEM simulation with linear elements is constant at 1 whereas the
convergence rate for the GIMP simulations varies between 1.8 and 0.6. The convergence
rate for the FE code with quadratic elements and 3 Gauss points per element is 2 (if
2 Gauss points per element is used then the code achieves machine precision for any
number of elements). This is because the two sampling points are correctly positioned to
approximate the solution exactly, for a linear element the same applies to a single Gauss
point in the centre of the element. Due to the positioning of material points this is not
the case for the GIMP method. In one dimension the logarithmic strain (3.13) can be
defined as
ε =
1
2
ln(F 2) = ln(F ) (3.36)
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of convergence rates for geometrically nonlinear iGIMP and
MPM
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Figure 3.12: Stress against position for 1D column with larger weights.
and the Kirchhoff stress is linked to the logarithmic strain through
τ = Eε. (3.37)
Combining the above equations, the Cauchy stress in one dimension can be expressed in
terms of the deformation gradient as
σ =
1
F
E ln(F ). (3.38)
Knowing σ from (3.34) for any point in the problem domain, it is possible to find the
deformation gradient by using a Newton process to solve for F in (3.38). It is not possible
to solve this directly due to both F and lnF appearing in (3.38). From this analytical
solution, the deformation gradient at the base of the column for the largest deformation is
calculated to be 0.74292. By integrating the deformation gradient over the height of the
column, the displacement at the top of the column is calculated to be −7.3347. Using two
material points per element, and taking the top displacement from the top material point
and bottom deformation gradient from the bottom most material point it can be seen in
Table 3.1 that the displacement is accurate to 5 significant figures for all numbers of grid
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Figure 3.13: Convergence with increasing numbers of elements for column loaded under
self weight (w = 400, 000).
elements shown, and the error in deformation gradient decreases with increasing elements
with a linear rate of convergence, where the deformation gradient error is given as
Ferror = |Fp − F(0)|/F(0). (3.39)
where Fp is the computed deformation gradient and F(0) is the analytical deformation
gradient.
3.3.2 2D simply supported beam
The second example is a 2D analysis of a simply supported beam loaded with a uniform
pressure on the upper surface. The beam has a depth of 5.08 mm and a length of 254
Table 3.1: Error in deformation gradient and displacement, 2mp/gp per element
number of elements 256 512 1024 2048
iGIMP
top displacement (m) -7.3347 -7.3347 -7.3347 -7.3347
base deformation gradient 0.74322 0.74307 0.74300 0.74296
displacement error - - - -
deformation gradient error 4.091×10−4 2.041×10−4 1.017×10−4 5.040×10−5
Linear FEM
top displacement (m) -7.3347 -7.3347 -7.3347 -7.3347
base deformation gradient 0.74325 0.74308 0.74300 0.74296
displacement error - - - -
deformation gradient error 4.477×10−4 2.237×10−4 1.118×10−4 5.593×10−5
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mm although only half of this is modelled due to symmetry as can be seen in Figure
3.14(a). The pressure equivalent to 276 kPa is applied by applying equal forces to each
of the top layer of material points in the beam and is incremented over 20 load steps.
The beam is modelled using 320 material points initially positioned in 80 background grid
elements. The material properties used are a Young’s modulus of 68.95 GPa and Poisson’s
ratio of 0.25. Figure 3.15 shows a graph of the applied pressure against the normalised
displacement for the simulation conducted using iGIMP and values corresponding to the
analytical solution which can be found in [177]. The iGIMP results show in general good
agreement with the analytical solution, although it is observed that the displacement is
slightly larger in the simulation than for the analytical solution. One explanation of this
could be the application of the pressure at material points rather than to the actual top
surface of the beam.
The convergence of the global Newton process can be seen in Table 3.2. The asymp-
totically quadratic convergence exhibited here indicates a correct implementation.
3.3.3 2D cantilever beam
The final example in this chapter is an elastic cantilever beam of length 10m and depth
1m. The beam is loaded with a point load of 100kN applied at the vertical mid-point on its
free end over 50 load steps. As currently this is difficult to achieve in the GIMP and MPM,
due to there being no explicit tracking of the material boundary when it is not aligned
with the mesh, the load is split between the two material points closest to this point above
and below the neutral axis. The material properties of the beam are a Young’s modulus
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Figure 3.14: Geometry and deformation of simply supported beam under uniform pressure
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Figure 3.15: Graph of pressure against normalised displacement for simply supported
beam.
Table 3.2: Newton Raphson residuals showing near asymptotic quadratic convergence.
Step 16 17 18 19 20
Iteration 1 5.867× 10−3 4.604× 10−3 4.143× 10−3 5.179× 10−3 3.169× 10−3
Iteration 2 3.039× 10−6 2.055× 10−6 1.641× 10−6 1.956× 10−6 1.001× 10−6
Iteration 3 8.331× 10−12 3.495× 10−12 2.412× 10−12 4.133× 10−12 1.001× 10−12
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of 12MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. The initial discretisation of the background grid was
21 x 21 elements to give the beam room to deform. The beam was represented by filling
40 of these elements each with 3 x 3 material points. Boundary conditions are applied
to the grid at the lefthand end of the beam restricting displacement in both directions at
the neutral axis and restricting horizontal displacement elsewhere. Figure 3.16 shows the
beam at the beginning of the simulation and its final deformed configuration, with the
loading and boundary conditions highlighted for clarity. As mentioned in Section 3.2 it is
necessary to update the material point influence domain lengths using the stretch tensor
([U ]) rather than the full deformation gradient to be able to handle material rotations.
Figure 3.17 shows why this is important, Subfigure 3.17(a) shows how the analysis collapses
as material point domains are updated using the deformation gradient (highlighted by the
circled region on the right hand figure) and Subfigure 3.17(b) shows the same loadsteps
of an equivalent analysis where the domains are updated using [U ] showing the correct
response. Figure 3.18 shows the horizontal and vertical displacement at the point where
the beam is loaded, normalised by the length of the beam. For GIMP this is the average
of the two loading points shown in Figure 3.16. The solution using the geometrically non-
linear iGIMP method with the domains updated using [U ] is plotted alongside a FEM
analysis using 8 noded quadratic elements and 3 x 3 Gauss quadrature with the same
boundary conditions and element discretisation of the initial geometry. The analytical
solution which is provided in [130] is also given. It can be seen that the GIMP method
agrees well with both the finite element solution and the analytical solution.
3.4 Observations
In this chapter it has been observed that by introducing the GIMP method, nonphysical
stress oscillations caused by the grid crossing in the MPM are reduced, however for a
simple problem, this is insufficient to achieve convergence towards analytical solutions due
to the incrementally linear nature of the small strain iGIMP method. A geometrically
nonlinear framework using logarithmic strains and Kirchhoff stresses has been introduced
and it is shown that using this convergence can be achieved for the 1D column problem.
This is the first time an implicit GIMP method has been implemented in this way, par-
ticular novelties lie in the correct updating of the deformation gradient and mapping of
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Figure 3.16: Initial and final material point positions and boundary conditions shown for
cantilever beam.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of simulation of cantilever beam the deformation gradient [F ]
(a) and using the right symmetric stretch matrix [U ] (b) to update influence domains.
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Figure 3.18: Horizontal and vertical displacement of tip of cantilever beam.
the basis spatial derivatives to ensure that equilibrium is satisfied in the correct frame.
Additionally, novel updating of influence domains using the stretch tensor has been used.
The convergence of the method with mesh refinement has been shown, and correct imple-
mentation has been demonstrated through the optimum convergence within the non-linear
NR process. Further two-dimensional examples have demonstrated the iGIMP method’s
ability to correctly handle large deformations. In this chapter, only elastic material be-
haviour has been explored. Using the non-linear framework set out in this chapter it will
now be possible to implement elasto-plastic behaviour with the GIMP method which is
essential if the method is to be used for geotechnical modelling. For more general consti-
tutive models including anisotropy, some further modifications beyond what is included
in this thesis would be required.
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Chapter 4
iGIMP with material non-linearity
In the previous chapter, an elastic finite deformation framework was implemented with
the implicit Generalised Interpolation Material Point (iGIMP) method based on the work
of [156] and [54]. In this chapter, this finite deformation framework will be extended
to allow elasto-plasticity. The Generalised Interpolation Material Point (GIMP) method
has been used with elasto-plasticity (for example see [70, 113, 190]), however all of these
have used explicit time integration with the sole exception of the work of the author [30].
This chapter will begin with the introduction to elasto-plasticity in Section 4.1. This will
introduce idea of elastic and plastic strains, stress invariants and the concept of a yield
surface in principal stress space in which isotropic plasticity models can be constructed.
Classical perfect plasticity will be introduced in Section 4.1.2 using a rate relationship,
additive decomposition and a plastic flow rule. The stress integration procedure necessary
to arrive at an incremental formulation will be explained including the importance of the
algorithmic consistent tangent. The use of an elasto-plastic constitutive model within the
finite deformation framework for iGIMP will then be shown in Section 4.2 to be no more
complicated than in FEM before verifying the method using numerical examples in Section
4.3.
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4.1 Introduction to elasto-plasticity
So far in this thesis a linear elastic relationship between stress and strain has been used.
This was introduced in Chapter 2 as
{σ} = [De]{ε}, (4.1)
where {σ} is a vector containing the Cauchy stresses, [De] is the elastic stiffness matrix
and {ε} is the strain vector. In Figure 4.1 the 1D stress-strain plot for an elastic material
can be seen as the behaviour between points 1 and 2, the gradient is equal to the Young’s
modulus and any strains applied are reversible and if a load is removed then the material
will revert to its initial state. In order to more realistically model problems involving
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Figure 4.1: Stress-strain plot for perfect plasticity
materials such as soils with the Material Point Method (MPM), the concept of elasto-
plasticity must be introduced. To do this the linear elastic relationship between stress
and strain must be replaced with another constitutive relationship to allow that when a
certain stress state is reached the material yields and deforms permanently introducing
plastic strain. This results in a stress response in general which is path dependent and
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irreversible. In Figure 4.1 if the applied strain causes the yield stress to be reached (for the
case of perfect plasticity) the stress will remain the same for an increased level of strain
and plastic strains will be introduced. This can be seen at the change from 1-2 to 2-3.
If unloading begins (at point 3) line 3-4 will be followed, so the initial state will not be
recovered. If reloading occurs it is possible to follow line 4-3 back up to the yield stress
and then continue along from 3-6. To define when a material behaves elasto-plastically
the concept of a yield surface will be introduced. A yield surface divides stress space into
elastic, elasto-plastic and inadmissible regions. Because stress is a 9-component quantity
with 6 independent components
[σ] =

σxx σxy σzx
σxy σyy σyz
σzx σyz σzz
 , (4.2)
isotropic plasticity models are best represented in principal stress space. Principal stresses
are the components of stress after a rotation of the stress space such that the shear
components are equal to zero. This can be seen in Figure 4.2 where, after the rotation,
only the principal stresses are present not the previously existing shear stresses. The
principal stresses can be calculated as the eigenvalues of the Cauchy stress matrix. The
use of these principal components allow any stress state to be visualised in 3D space. In
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Figure 4.2: Rotation of stress space to give principal stresses
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order to specify a material’s stress state it is useful to make use of stress invariants, which
are invariant to rigid body translations and rotations. Beginning with the Cauchy stress
[σ] we can define its trace as the first invariant
I1 = tr([σ]). (4.3)
From this, a deviatoric stress matrix [s] can be calculated as
[s] = [σ]− I1[1]/3, (4.4)
where [1] is the three by three identity matrix. The second deviatoric stress invariant J2
can then be introduced as
J2 =
1
2
tr([s][s]). (4.5)
The third deviatoric stress invariant J3 is given as
J3 =
1
2
tr([s][s][s]). (4.6)
Using these stress invariants, a set of cylindrical coordinates (known as the Haigh West-
ergaard coordinates) can be given in principal stress space. These are the hydrostatic
stress
ζ =
I1√
3
, (4.7)
the deviatoric stress
ρ =
√
2J2, (4.8)
and the Lode angle
θ =
1
3
arcsin
(
−3√3
2
J3
J
3/2
2
)
. (4.9)
4.1.1 Yield surface
In principal stress space it is possible to define a yield surface based on these Haigh
Westergaard coordinates. The yield surface can be described by a yield function (f) so
that we have
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• an allowable elastic region inside the yield surface where f < 0;
• an inadmissible region outside of the yield surface where f > 0; and
• an elasto-plastic boundary on the yield surface where f = 0.
This chapter will focus on von Mises perfect plasticity however the framework given is
suitable for any isotropic plasticity model. The von Mises yield surface can be defined as
f = ρ2 − ρ2y = 0, (4.10)
where ρy is the deviatoric yield stress of the material. The von Mises yield surface and the
different regions are shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that due to being only dependent
on ρ, this is represented by an open ended cylinder around the hydrostatic axis. On this
yield surface is where plastic straining occurs and inside the cylinder is the region where
the material behaves elastically. Due to having no hydrostatic component the von Mises
yield surface is more physically suited to the modelling of metals than geomaterials which
may ultimately be of interest. Despite this it offers a simple way to demonstrate the
elasto-plastic capabilities of the iGIMP method.
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Figure 4.3: von Mises yield surface in principal stress space
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4.1.2 Classical perfect plasticity
In this section the four key components of elasto-plasticity under small strains will be
introduced. Firstly, when considering elasto-plastic behaviour, it is assumed that a rate
relationship between exists elastic strain {εe} and Cauchy stress
{σ˙} = [De]{ε˙e}, (4.11)
where {σ˙} is the stress rate, {ε˙e}, the strain rate and [De] is the linear elastic stiffness
matrix as used previously in 4.1. Throughout this work the superscripts ·e and ·p denote
elastic and plastic terms, respectively. Secondly, it is assumed that the total strain, {ε},
can be additively split into this elastic strain, {εe}, and a plastic strain, {εp},
{ε} = {εe}+ {εp}. (4.12)
This can be seen in Figure 4.1 where the strain at point 5 is split into elastic and plastic
components adding up to the total strain. The plastic strain can be calculated by using
an associated plastic flow rule of the form
˙{εp} = γ˙
{
∂f
∂σ
}
, (4.13)
where ˙{εp} is the rate of change of plastic strain, γ˙ is the plastic multiplier (or consistency
parameter) which controls the magnitude of plastic strains and
{
∂f
∂σ
}
is the derivative
of the yield function with respect to stress. The use of an associated rule means that
the plastic strains occur normal to the yield surface. These equations are subject to the
the Kuhn-Tucker-Karush consistency conditions: The plastic multiplier must always be
non-negative,
γ˙ ≥ 0, (4.14)
the yield function must have a value less than or equal to zero,
f({σ}) ≤ 0, (4.15)
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that is the stress must lie inside the yield surface (elastic behaviour) or in the yield surface
(plastic behaviour), and plastic strains can only occur when the yield function is equal to
zero
γ˙f({σ}) = 0. (4.16)
4.1.3 Elasto-plastic predictor-correction algorithm
Plastic straining must occur on the yield surface. From the rate equation above (4.11), it is
necessary to arrive at an incremental relationship describing what the updated stress state
will be given an initial stress state σn and a strain increment. This is achieved through an
elastic predictor-plastic corrector procedure, this can be seen visually in Figure 4.4. The
first step to calculate a trial stress {σtr} by assuming that the entire strain increment is
elastic
{σtr} = [De]{{εen}+ {∆εn+1}}, (4.17)
where the elastic trial strain can be defined as
{εetr} = {{εen}+ {∆εn+1}}. (4.18)
It is then checked whether or not this trial stress is on, inside or outside the yield surface.
σn
σtr
σn+1
f < 0 (elastic)
f = 0 (elasto-plastic)
f > 0 (inadmissible)
elastic predictor
p
la
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Figure 4.4: Elastic predictor-Plastic correcter stress updating
If the trial stress is on or inside the the yield surface (f ≤ 0) then the trial stress is the
correct updated stress and no further changes are necessary. However if the trial stress is
outside the yield surface in the inadmissible region then it is necessary to integrate the rate
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equation to return the stress to the yield surface. There are a number of ways in which
this integration can be performed and in general (apart from a few simple models where
exact integration can be used) these can be split into explicit and implicit integration
methods. Explicit methods of stress integration, such as forward Euler, are generally
less complicated than implicit methods, however they possess disadvantages in terms of
accuracy and convergence. Specifically, explicit methods do not enforce the yield condition
at the end of each step and if they do not use a consistent tangent this will mean that the
global stiffness does not give asymptotically quadratic convergence for the global Newton
Raphson (NR) algorithm. To avoid these issues, an implicit backward Euler method will
be used and will be outlined below for perfect plasticity. A plastic corrector step is then
used to correct the stress back onto the yield surface as shown in Figure 4.4.
{σn+1} = [De]{{εen}+ {∆εn+1} − {∆εp}}. (4.19)
where updated elastic strain (εen+1) is given as
{εen+1} = {{εen}+ {∆εn+1} − {∆εp}}. (4.20)
Making use of the associated plastic flow rule (4.13), and the consistency conditions it
becomes necessary to solve the following system of algebraic equations to calculate the
unknown updated elastic strain and the increment in the plastic multiplier
{εen+1} = {εetr} −∆γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}
(4.21)
f(σn+1) = 0 (4.22)
subject to
γ˙ > 0. (4.23)
These return mapping equations can be solved using a NR method as shown in existing
works including [42, 53] with unknowns
{x} = {{εe}∆γ}T (4.24)
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and residuals
{b} =
{ε
e} − {εetr}+ ∆γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}
f
 =
{b1}b2
 (4.25)
The derivatives of the residuals with respect to the unknowns form the matrix [A]
[A] =

[
∂b1
∂εe
] {
∂b1
∂∆γ
}
{
∂b2
∂εe
}T
∂b2
∂∆γ
 =
[1] + ∆γ
[
∂2f
∂σ2
]
[De]
{
∂f
∂σ
}
{
∂f
∂σ
}T
[De] 0
 (4.26)
where all derivatives are calculated with respect to the updated values of the unknowns.
Beginning from a starting value of {εe} = {εetr} and ∆γ = 0 the increment of the unknowns
is calculated by
{δx} = −[A]−1{b} (4.27)
which is then used to update {x} and then calculating new values of [A] and {b} and
iterating until {b} is reduced to within a given tolerance. The steps for the von Mises
yield surface as used in the examples in this chapter can be seen in Algorithm 4.2.
4.1.4 Consistent linearisation
Now that an algorithm has been established to calculate an updated stress from a given
trial strain it is essential to have a global tangent which is consistent with this algorithm
([Dalg]). This ensures that the relationship between stress and trial strain is consistent
with the stress integration in the constitutive model. In order for the global NR procedure
to converge quadratically it is necessary to derivative of the current stress with respect to
the trial strain so that for an increment in elastic trial strain so that the updated stress
can be found as
{dσ} = [Dalg]{dεetr}, (4.28)
where
[Dalg] =
[ {dσ}
{dεetr}
]
. (4.29)
This derivative is obtained by linearising the residuals (4.25) with respect to the elastic
trial strain {εetr}. This first requires the derivatives of {b1}
{dεe}
{dεetr}
=
{dεe}
{dσ}
{dσ}
{dεetr}
= [Ce]
{dσ}
{dεetr}
, (4.30)
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where the chain rule has been used and [Ce] = [De]−1 is the elastic compliance matrix so
that {dσ}[Ce] = {εe}, hence
− {dε
e
tr}
{dεetr}
= −1, and (4.31)
{
d∆γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
{dεetr}
= ∆γ
{
d
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
{dεetr}
+
{
∂f
∂σ
} {d∆γ}
{dεetr}
= ∆γ
{
d
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
{dσ}
{dσ}
{dεetr}
+
{
∂f
∂σ
} {d∆γ}
{dεetr}
. (4.32)
Along with the derivative of {b2}
df
{dεetr}
=
df
{dσ}
{dσ}
{dεetr}
. (4.33)
Using these derivatives and rearranging, the following equations can be obtained
[Ce]{dσ}+ ∆γ
{
∂2f
∂σ2
}
{dσ}+
{
∂f
∂σ
}
{d∆γ} = {dεetr} (4.34)
and {
∂f
∂σ
}T
{dσ} = 0 (4.35)
by combining these equations and separating the change in stress and the change in in-
crement in plastic multiplier we can obtain
[Ce] + ∆γ
{
∂2f
∂σ2
} {
∂f
∂σ
}
{
∂f
∂σ
}T
0

 {dσ}{d∆γ}
 =
{dε
e
tr}
0
 . (4.36)
where the matrix on the lefthand side is [Aalg]−1. Both sides of (4.36) can be multiplied
by [Aalg] in order to calculate the consistent tangent.
 {dσ}{d∆γ}
 =
 [Dalg] {Aalg12 }
{Aalg21 }T Aalg22

{dε
e
tr}
0
 . (4.37)
[Dalg] is the top left submatrix of [Aalg]. The derivatives needed for this calculation are
required to be in the final converged state, however these already exist due to the implicit
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stress integration procedure needing the derivatives at every iteration.
4.2 Large deformation iGIMP with elasto-plasticity
In Chapter 3 an updated Lagrangian finite deformation formulation was introduced where
a relationship between the logarithmic strain and Kirchhoff stress at each material point
was used. For large deformation elasto-plasticity this relationship will be modified so that
the Kirchhoff stresses {τ} are now related to the elastic part of the logarithmic strains
{εe}
{τ} = [De]{εe}. (4.38)
The Cauchy stress can be still be obtained from the Kirchhoff stress using
{σ} = J−1{τ}. (4.39)
It is now assumed that the deformation gradient can be multiplicatively split into elastic
and plastic components [97, 98]
[F ] = [F e][F p], (4.40)
Using this, the elastic left Cauchy-Green strain can be calculated from the elastic part of
the deformation gradient as
[be] = [F e][F e]T . (4.41)
The logarithmic strain can then be calculated from the elastic-left Cauchy green strain as
{εe} = 1
2
ln([be]). (4.42)
Each of the parts of the deformation gradient can be further split as with the full defor-
mation gradient into rotational and stretch components
[F e] = [Re][U e] = [V e][Re] and [F p] = [Rp][Up = [V p][Rp] (4.43)
An intermediate (‘stress free’) state will be introduced where only the plastic part of the
deformation gradient is applied. This can be seen in Figure 4.5. In order to describe
the elasto-plastic behaviour, the plastic velocity gradient [Lp], which describes the rate of
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plastic deformation in this intermediate state, will be introduced as
[F ]
[F p]
[F e]
x
z
y
stress free
configuration
Figure 4.5: stress free configuration
[Lp] = [F˙ p][F p]−1, (4.44)
where [F˙ p] is the rate of change of the plastic deformation gradient. This can be mapped
into the current configuration by [Re],
[L˜p] = [Re][Lp][Re]T (4.45)
so that [L˜p] is now the rate of change of plastic deformation in the current configuration.
At this point we use the assumption of plastic isotropy which means there will be zero
plastic spin, that is [L˜p] will be symmetric, and from this we are able to introduce a finite
strain associated plastic flow rule to describe this rate of change of plastic deformation
[L˜p] = γ˙
{
∂f
∂τ
}
. (4.46)
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This can be mapped back into the stress free configuration to give
[F˙ p][F p]−1 = [Re]T γ˙
{
∂f
∂τ
}
[Re]. (4.47)
In order to approximate the plastic flow equation an implicit exponential map integra-
tor concept is used, where an equation of the form Y˙ (t) = A(t)Y (t) with initial condi-
tions Y (t0) = Y0 can be approximated as Yn+1 = exp[∆tAn+1]Yn, more details can be
found in [53] amongst others. Making use of this and the fact that for orthogonal tensors
exp([Q][·][Q]T ) = [Q] exp[·][Q]T can give the current plastic deformation gradient [F pn+1]
as
[F pn+1] = [R
e
n+1]
T exp
[
∆γ
∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
n+1
]
[Ren+1][F
p
n ]. (4.48)
Combining the multiplicative decompositions (4.40) and (3.24) and rearranging making
use of the fact that [R]T = [R]−1, the elastic deformation gradient can be written as
[F en+1] = [∆F ][F
e
n][R
e
n+1]
T exp
[
−∆γ ∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
n+1
]
[Ren+1]. (4.49)
This return mapping equation in terms of elastic deformation gradient which needs to be
solved if ∆γ > 0 can be significantly simplified by rearranging it in terms of logarithmic
strains. The first step to this is to multiply both sides by [Ren+1]
T to obtain
[V en + 1] = [F
e
t ][R
e
n+1]
T exp
[
−∆γ ∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
n+1
]
. (4.50)
Multiplication by the transpose of each side gives
[V en+1] exp
[
2∆γ
∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
n+1
]
[V en+1] = ([V
etr
n+1])
2, (4.51)
after which rearranging and taking square roots gives
[V en+1] = [V
e
tr] exp
[
−∆γ ∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
n+1
]
, (4.52)
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and taking logarithms of both sides gives
{εen+1} = {εetr} −∆γ
{
∂f
∂τ
}
(4.53)
which is the same format as (4.22) and the derivative of the deformation gradient is taken
in the current state. This means that the conventional small strain constitutive model
and the NR method used to solve the return mapping equations in Section 4.1 can be
used within a finite deformation framework, but with logarithmic strains and Kirchhoff
stresses. A major advantage of this choice of finite deformation framework is that the
algorithm here does not change provided that the stress and strain measures are combined
with the exponential map of the plastic flow equation. Because of the similarities between
the iGIMP structure and that of FEM it is possible to use existing constitutive models
without modification.
In order to include the elasto-plastic constitutive model in the iGIMP method given in
Chapter 3, some minor modifications are required. Namely, the constitutive model will now
take a trial elastic strain and material properties as inputs. The updated stress, updated
elastic strain and [Dalg] consistent with the stress integration used in the constitutive
model, will be returned for use in the rest of the method.
To compute the trial elastic left Cauchy-Green strain ([betr]) (where the subscript tr
denotes trial) needed as the initial estimate for the constitutive model for the current
iteration, we need to calculate the elastic left Cauchy-Green strain tensor ([ben)] from the
previously converged loadstep
[ben] = exp
(
2{εen}
)
(4.54)
where the subscript n denotes the previously converged state (at the end of the previous
loadstep). The trial elastic left Cauchy-Green strain can then be calculated (by assuming
that the whole step will be elastic) from
[betr] = [∆F ][b
e
n][∆F ]
T , (4.55)
where [∆F ] is the increment in the deformation gradient for the current loadstep (see
Chapter 3). The trial elastic strain needed to compute the Kirchhoff stress using the
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constitutive model can then be obtained using
{εetr} =
1
2
ln([betr]). (4.56)
At this point the method outlined in Chapter 3 can be followed to solve the system. It
should be noted that as long as the algorithmic tangent consistent with the stress inte-
gration algorithm is used, asymptoticly quadratic convergence will still be achieved [157].
The iGIMP algorithm including the outlined elasto-plastic model is given in Algorithm
4.1. This replaces the material point loop Algorithm 3.2 introduced in Chapter 3. It is
emphasised that it is possible to replace the material model with other models such as
those presented in [25] to allow both elastic and plastic anisotropy, however this is not
within the scope of this thesis.
Algorithm 4.1 Implicit GIMP algorithm with elasto-plastic material model.
M
aterial
m
o
d
el
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material Point
[∆F ] deformation gra-
dient increment
[∆Fn+1] = [1] +
[
∂∆un+1
∂X˜
]
(3.25)
[F ] updated defor-
mation gradient
[Fn+1] = [∆Fn+1][Fn] (3.24)
[b]
trial elastic left
Cauchy Green
strain
[bet ] = [∆Fn+1][b
e
n][∆Fn+1]
T (4.55)
[εet ]
logarithmic elas-
tic trial strain
[εet ] =
1
2 log([b
e
t ]) (4.42)
[τ ], [εe]
Kirchhoff stress
and elastic loga-
rithmic strain
use small strain constitutive
model (Algorithm 4.2 )
[σ] Cauchy stress [σ] = J−1[τ ] (4.39)
[be]
left elastic
cauchy green
strain
[ben+1] = exp
(
2[εen+1]
)
(4.54)
[Dcst] spatial tangent [Dcst] = 1
2J
[Dalg][LD][BD]−[SD], (3.20)
nels 1 2 ...nels FOR EACH overlapping element
[G] strain displace-
ment matrix
[G] =
[
∂Savp1
∂X˜
]
[∆F ]−1 . . . (3.29)
{f intp } particle internalforce {f intp } = [G]T {σ}Vp (3.23)
[Kp] particle stiffness [Kp] = [G]
T [Dcst][G]Vp (3.10)
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Algorithm 4.2 Small strain constitutive model.
Inputs {εetr},E,v,ρy
[De], [Ce] Calculate [De] and its inverse [Ce] from E and v 2.3
{σtr} calculate trial stress {σtr} = [De]{εetr} (4.17)
f evaluate yield function
based on trial stress
f =
√
3J2 (4.15)
IF f ≤ 0
{σ} update stress {σ} = {σtr}
{εe} update elastic strain {εe} = {εetr}
[Dalg] update algorithmic consis-
tent tangent
[Dalg] = [De]
ELSE (f > 0){
∂f
∂σ
}
,
{
∂2f
∂σ2
}
Calculate derivatives of the yield function
NRit 1 2 ... WHILE |{b}| < tol
[A] calculate Hessian matrix [A] =


[
∂b1
∂εe
] {
∂b1
∂∆γ
}
{
∂b2
∂εe
}T ∂b2
∂∆γ
 (4.26)
{dx} calculate increment {dx} = [A]−1{b} (4.27)
{εe}, dγ
update elastic strain and
increment in plastic multi-
plier
{xk+1} = {xk}+ {dx}
{b} update residuals εe − εetr + γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}
,
√
3J2 4.25
[Dalg]
calculate [Dalg ] consistent
with the updated stress
state, see Section 4.1.1
[Dalg] =
[
{dσ}
{dεetr}
]
(4.29)
Outputs {εe},[Dalg],{σ}
4.3 Numerical examples
In this section examples will be presented to demonstrate the iGIMP method combined
with the elasto-plastic material behaviour introduced in Section 4.2.
4.3.1 Column under selfweight
A column with the same geometry as in Chapters 2 and 3, height 50 units under self
weight with a body force of 40000 units and a Young’s modulus of E = 106, is now
investigated but this time using the von Mises constitutive model outlined in Section 4.1.1
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with a deviatoric yield stress of ρy = 3×104. The material will yield when τzz = ρy which
should occur at a position of Z = l0 − ρyρob0 which can be obtained by rearranging the
elastic analytical solution and solving for the yield stress. The elasto-plastic behaviour
will introduce stresses in the out of plane directions τxx and τyy, below this position. It
should be noted that the displacements and total strains (elastic and plastic strains do
develop but the combined resulting strain is zero) in these directions are still enforced as
zero as a consequence of modelling in one dimension. These stresses will be equal due to
the boundary conditions that are applied so here on, τyy will be not be discussed as it is
equal to τxx. It is possible to write the deviatoric stress in this situation as
ρ = |τxx − τzz|. (4.57)
The vertical stress τzz should still follow the analytical solution given in Chapter 3, however
in the section near the base of the column where the yield stress is reached, stresses will
appear in the out of plane direction. This is shown in Figure 4.6 where it can be seen that
in the elasto-plastic region (grey shaded region on the figure) there are stresses in both the
vertical and horizontal directions. The analytical solution for these out of plane stresses
can be arrived at using knowledge of the deformation, and from this a relationship can be
found between elastic parts of the deformation gradient (see A.10 for further details)
F exx = F
e
zze
ρy
E . (4.58)
In the vertical direction, it can also be observed that a relationship between plastic and
elastic components of the deformation gradient exists as
F pzz = F
e
zz
2e
2ρy
E . (4.59)
The Cauchy stress can then be given in the vertical direction as
σzz =
1
F ezz
3e(
2ρy
E
)
E ln(F ezz). (4.60)
where F ezz can be obtained from knowledge of σzz from the elastic solution. This result
allows F ezz to be calculated using a Newton process which yields Fzz using (4.59). F
e
xx can
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also be calculated using (4.58) which allows the calculation of
σxx =
1
Fzz
E ln(F exx). (4.61)
The derivation for this can be found in [30] but has been included as Appendix A to assist
the reader.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of vertical and horizontal stress against analytical solution 1D column
with elasto-plastic behaviour.
The problem was repeated with an increased body force of 400000. The stresses here,
shown in Figure 4.7, also show close agreement with the analytical solution. The conver-
gence for these simulations with increased numbers of background grid elements is shown
in Figure 4.8, where the same behaviour can be observed as in the elastic case. It was not
possible to plot the convergence for quadratic finite elements for this problem as locking
was experienced when using a 3 x 3 quadrature scheme and machine precision was reached
with reduced integration with a single step.
4.3.2 Collapse of strip footing
The second example consists of a footing, of width 1 m, displaced downwards into a
soil assumed to be an infinite medium. Only half of the cross section is modelled due
to symmetry using a 5 m x 5 m square of soil and a 0.5 m footing as can be seen in
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Figure 4.7: Plot of vertical and horizontal stress against analytical solution 1D column
with elasto-plastic behaviour undergoing larger deformation.
Figure 4.9. The shading shows the level of plastic strain. The von Mises perfectly plastic
model introduced in Section with a Young’s modulus of E = 1 × 107kPa, Poisson’s ratio
of ν = 0.48 and a yield stress of σy = 848.7kPa. It is possible to model this in 2D
due to the plain strain assumptions, assuming that the footing is long, which is the same
problem (and parameters) as shown in De Souza Neto [53]. The total displacement applied
is u = 0.002m over 20 loadsteps. Figure 4.10 shows the normalised pressure plotted
against the normalised settlement for the footing. It can be seen here that the iGIMP
results agree well with those achieved using linear FEM using the same background mesh.
According to [53] the normalised limit pressure (P/(
σy√
3
) should equal 5.14 however this
value is not achieved using the iGIMP method. It is possible to achieve more accurate
results by refining the background grid, however a key reason for this is the occurrence of
volumetric locking in problems such as this. In the FEM by using quadratic elements with
reduced integration this problem can be avoided, but this cannot be done using the iGIMP
formulation used here. A solution to this problem would be to implement an F¯ approach
as done in [43]. In this paper the first author extended the iGIMP method developed in
this thesis to overcome locking in the MPM. However, as the novel contributions for this
paper were not work of the author of this thesis, this work will not be included here.
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Figure 4.8: Convergence study for 1D column under self weight with elasto-plastic be-
haviour.
4.4 Observations
In this chapter the basic theory of elasto-plasticity has been introduced to enable the
introduction of different constitutive models into the iGIMP method in the same way as
in the FEM. The concept of a yield surface was explained and the four key components
of small strain elasto-plasticity were introduced. The stress integration return mapping
procedure and the importance of a consistent tangent were also explained. This was then
combined into the large deformation iGIMP algorithm presented in Chapter 3 resulting in a
large deformation implicit GIMP method with elasto-plasticity which was first published in
the literature by the author in [30]. The method was then demonstrated with a numerical
example using a von Mises yield surface, showing agreement with an analytical solution
and convergence with increasing degrees of freedom. A further example showed good
agreement with linear FEM but showed that the GIMP method suffers from volumetric
locking. The approach developed over the previous two chapters has been shown to work
successfully by agreeing well with analytical solutions for large deformation and elasto-
plasticity problems however as shown in [186] the MPM becomes mesh dependent for
problems involving localisations. The next chapter will investigate a gradient plasticity as
one possible approach to overcome this.
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Figure 4.9: Plastic strain around displaced footing
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Figure 4.10: Normalised settlement against normalised pressure for displaced footing
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Chapter 5
Gradient elasto-plasticity
In the previous chapters the Generalised Interpolation Material Point (GIMP) method has
been implemented for large deformations and elasto-plasticity. However, such conventional
continuum analysis techniques constructed in terms of stress and strain are unable to
resolve structural instabilities such as necking or shear banding. This is due to the fact
that they do not contain any measure of the length of the microstructure of the material
analysed such as molecule size of the grain structure. Because of this, the result is that
as the background grid is refined in the conventional Material Point Method (MPM) the
width of the shear band is continually reduced based on the mesh discretisation [23].
Addressing this problem is not a new area of interest, with much research in the area
using a variety of different approaches including non-local methods [61, 141], couple stress
theory [178, 179], and gradient theories [51, 66]. The purpose of this chapter is not to give
a comprehensive review of techniques for dealing with these types of localisations — some
methods are compared in [50] — but to demonstrate how existing theory can be combined
with the MPM and GIMP methods.
Some existing work on non-local methods used with the MPM has been done, for
example [23] and [73] which have both been used to tackle problems such as slope stability.
This method works by material points influencing neighbouring material points. This
chapter presents, for the first time, a gradient elasto-plastic theory based MPM. The
framework used was previously presented in [29].
In this chapter, an introduction to gradient theories will be given in Section 5.1 before
outlining the theory of the gradient approach used in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes
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in detail the Hermitian shape functions which are required for the gradient plasticity ap-
proach adopted before aspects of the implementation are discussed in Section 5.4. Finally,
Section 5.5 will show numerical examples to verify the approach.
5.1 Gradient theories
Gradient elasticity theories are an extension of classical elasticity equations to account
for microstructure of a material by considering higher order derivatives — usually higher
order derivatives of displacement or strain. The phrase ’gradient’ comes from these higher
order terms being proportional to the Laplacian of lower order terms. Theories relating
to enriching elasticity equations by capturing effects of microstructure using higher order
gradients can be seen as far back as the 19th [26] and early 20th [47] centuries. More
interest in the area developed in the 1960s when studies [128, 129, 178, 179] began to
extend previous approaches into elaborate full gradient theories, a landmark paper being
Mindlin [127]. In modern times there has been another shift of interest towards simplified
theories [2, 60]. This simplification allows for easier implementation with the popular
Finite Element Method (FEM), an example of this being the Ru-Aifantis theorem [150].
This allowed the initial method [127] which was very complex with almost 2000 coefficients
to be reduced to a simple two step process with a single length scale parameter. An
overview of gradient elasticity can be found in [8].
5.1.1 Gradient plasticity
For the types of problem we are interested in modelling, such as shear bands, a gradient
elasto-plasticity approach is more appropriate. It is possible to extend gradient elasticity
to plasticity as in [148] however, within gradient plasticity there are multiple approaches
to take. One approach to gradient elasto-plasticity takes the same idea of incorporating
higher order derivatives, this time into a elasto-plasticity framework rather than an elastic
one and taking derivatives of the plastic multiplier. Fleck and Hutchinson propose another
variety of gradient plasticity in [66–68]. However it is the formulation of De Borst et al.
[51] which will be adopted in this work. This approach includes a single length scale which
is incorporated into the yield function and will be explained in the section below. The
gradients here are only associated with the plastic part of the model meaning that the
elastic response is not altered. A disadvantage of this is that it is necessary to identify the
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elastic-plastic boundary which is not trivial in general examples.
5.2 Elasto-plastic gradient approach used with iGIMP
The approach described below follows that of De Borst and Mu¨hlhaus [51]. Usually in
computational plasticity it is necessary to integrate (4.11) to provide an incremental re-
lationship between stress and strain (see Chapter 4 for further details), however here the
plastic multipliers (γ˙) is treated as an independent unknown solved for at nodes in addi-
tion to the nodal displacements. This results in the yield condition only being satisfied,
in a weak sense, at the end of a loadstep, not in every iteration as in the method used in
the previous chapter. With this formulation, where the plastic consistency parameter is
solved alongside displacements, it is necessary to make the yield strength dependent not
only on the plastic strain, but also its Laplacian. The starting point for this formulation
is
[L]T {σ˙}+ {fb} = {0}, (5.1)
where {σ} is the Cauchy stress and can be calculated using the elastic strain and [L] is the
differential operator as explained in (2.5). Integrating over the volume and multiplying
by a test function {∂u} gives
∫
v
{∂u}[L]T {σ˙}+ {∂u}T {fb}dv = 0, (5.2)
which using Gauss-Green theorem can be expressed as
∫
v
{∂ε}T {σ˙}dv −
∫
s
{∂u}T {t˙}ds−
∫
v
{∂u}T {fb}dv = 0, (5.3)
where t˙ is the rate of change of the tractions and ∂ε is obtained as the derivative of the
test function. Making use of the plastic flow rule and additive decomposition previously
introduced in (4.12) and (4.13) the stress can be written as
{σ˙} = [De]
{
{ε˙} − γ˙
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
, (5.4)
where [De] is the elastic material stiffness matrix, γ˙ is the rate of change of the plastic
multiplier and
{
∂f
∂σ
}
is the flow direction which is calculated as the derivative of the yield
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function with respect to stress (assuming associated flow). Together the rate of change of
the plastic multiplier and the flow direction give the rate of change of plastic strain ε˙p.
Substituting this into (5.3) we arrive at
∫
v
{∂ε}T [De]
{
{ε˙} − γ˙
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
dv −
∫
s
{∂u}T {t˙}ds−
∫
v
{∂u}T {fb}dv = 0. (5.5)
In addition to this standard equation a global equation must be constructed to relating to
the plastic multiplier. The starting point for this is the consistency condition introduced
in Chapter 4, again repeated here to aid the reader
γ˙f = 0. (5.6)
It is known that if a material is behaving elasto-plasticly its stress state must lie on the
yield surface and remain on the yield surface
f = 0 and f˙ = 0. (5.7)
By writing expressing the yield function as not only dependent on stress but also the
plastic multiplier and its Laplacian
f(σ, γ,∇2γ) = 0, (5.8)
it is possible to express f˙ as
f˙ =
{
∂f
∂σ
}
σ˙ +
∂f
∂γ
γ˙ +
∂f
∂∇2γ
˙∇2γ = 0 (5.9)
By defining a hardening parameter as
H = −∂f
∂γ
(5.10)
and a gradient parameter as
c =
∂f
∂∇2γ (5.11)
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it is possible to write {
∂f
∂σ
}
σ˙ −Hγ + c∇2γ = 0. (5.12)
By substituting (5.4) into (5.12) it is possible to obtain
{
∂f
∂σ
}T
[De]
{
{ε} − γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
−Hγ + c∇2γ = 0, (5.13)
from which one can obtain the weak form
∫
v
∂γ
[{
∂f
∂σ
}T
[De]
{
{ε} − γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
−Hγ + c∇2γ
]
dv = 0. (5.14)
Displacements at the grid {ug} are mapped to displacements at the material points {up}
as before using the GIMP shape functions (Svp)
{up} = [Svp]{ug}. (5.15)
By computing the strain displacement matrix [B] from
[B] = [L]{Svp}, (5.16)
strains can be calculated by
{ε} = [B]{ug}. (5.17)
Due to (5.14) including the Laplacian of the plastic multiplier, γ must be mapped using
C1 continuous shape functions [51]. As suggested in [51], Hermitian shape functions will
be used to achieve this. A further explanation of Hermitian shape functions is given in
Section 5.3.1. The resulting mappings are then
γp = {h}T {Λg} (5.18)
and
∇2γp = {p}T {Λg} (5.19)
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where p are the Laplacians of h and {Λg} are the nodal values of the plastic multipliers
and their derivatives. Introducing (5.18) into (5.5) gives
{∂u}T
∫
v
[B]T [De]
{
[B]{ug} −
({h}T {Λg}){∂f
∂σ
}}
dv − {∂u}T
∫
s
{Svp}T {t}ds
− {∂u}T
∫
v
{Svp}T {fb}dv = 0 (5.20)
and substituting (5.18) and (5.19) into (5.14) gives
δΛg
∫
v
{h}T
{
∂f
∂σ
}
[D]
{
[B]{ug} − {h}T {Λg}
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
−H{h} ({h}T {Λg})
+ c{h} ({p}T {Λg}) dv = −δΛ ∫
v
{h}f(σn)dv. (5.21)
Eliminating ∂ε and ∂γ, these become
∫
v
[B]T [De]
{
[B]{ug} −
({h}T {Λg}){∂f
∂σ
}}
dv =
∫
s
{Svp}T {t}ds+
∫
v
{Svp}T {fb}dv
(5.22)
and
∫
v
{h}∂f
∂σ
T
[D]
{
[B]{ug} − {h}T {Λg}
{
∂f
∂σ
}}
− {h}H{h}T {Λg}
+ c{h}{p}T {Λg}dv +
∫
v
{h}f(σn)dv = 0. (5.23)
Equations (5.22) and (5.23) can be combined into a coupled system written as
 [Kaa] [Kaλ]
[Kaλ]
T [Kλλ]

{ug}
{Λg}
 =

∫
s[Svp]
T {t}ds+ ∫v[Svp]T {fb}dv∫
v{h}f(σn)dv
 , (5.24)
where
[Kaa] =
∫
v
[B]T [De][B]dv (5.25)
[Kaλ] = −
∫
v
[B]T [De]{f,σ}{h}Tdv, (5.26)
and
[Kλλ] =
∫
v
{h}{f,σ}T [De]{f,σ}{h}T + {h}H{h}T − c{h}{p}Tdv. (5.27)
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where {∂f∂σ} has been written as {f,σ} for conciseness in this case. The first term in
(5.27) introduces the plastic behaviour, the second term relates to the hardening effects and
the third term the gradient effects. By setting c and H to zero, (5.24) reduces to standard
elasto-plasticity, however it should be noted that the yield function is only satisfied in an
average sense.
5.3 Hermitian shape functions
In this section the Hermitian shape functions used in this approach to give C1 continuity
will be introduced. Hermitian shape functions are constructed of two parts which are
used with a nodal value and its spatial derivative, this is similar to beam elements. They
will first be introduced in one dimension as the two dimensional shape functions can be
calculated by multiplying 1D Hermitian functions.
5.3.1 1D Hermitian shape functions
Consider the element shown in Figure 5.1, with degrees of freedom plastic multiplier Λ and
its derivative with respect to the x direction, Λ,x at nodes 1 and 2, at local coordinates -1
and 1. These can be written as:
{Λ} = {Λ1 Λ,x1 Λ2 Λ,x2}T (5.28)
It is possible to calculate the plastic multiplier at a point within the element γ using
γ = {h}T {Λg} (5.29)
where {h} are Hermitian shape functions given by
{h} = {h1 h,x1 h2 h,x2}T . (5.30)
The Hermitian shape functions can first be calculated in a local coordinate system (−1 <
ξ < 1 in 1D) as
{h˜} = {h˜1 h˜,ξ1 h˜2 h˜,ξ2}T . (5.31)
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ξ = −1
Λ1 Λ,x1
ξ = 1
Λ2 Λ,x2
Figure 5.1: 1D element with degrees of freedom to be used with Hermitian shape functions.
where
h˜1 =
1
4
(1− ξ)2(2 + ξ) h˜2 = 1
4
(1 + ξ)2(2− ξ). (5.32)
and
h˜,ξ1 =
1
4
(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2 h˜,ξ2 = 1
4
(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2. (5.33)
These shape functions can be seen in Figure 5.3.1. Subfigure (a) shows the Hermitian shape
functions (5.32) and (b) shows their derivatives (5.32) in the local coordinate system. {h}
in global coordinates can be recovered using
{h} =
{
h˜1 h˜,ξ1
∂x
∂ξ
h˜2 h˜,ξ2
∂x
∂ξ
}T
(5.34)
It can be seen that the value of the Hermitian shape function in (a) is equal to the slope in
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Figure 5.2: Hermitian shape functions in 1D showing (a) h˜i and (b) h˜,ξi.
(b). The Laplacian of the plastic multiplier ∇2γ is needed for the gradient formulation. In
1D this is equivalent to the second derivative γ,xx. In order to calculate this, the Laplacian
of these shape functions are needed too. This is why it is necessary to have C1 continuous
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shape functions. ∇2γ can be calculated as
∇2γ = {p}T {Λ} (5.35)
where
{p} = {p1 p,x1 p2 p,x2}T = ∂
2
∂x2
{h}. (5.36)
As with the standard hermitian functions these can be calculated in a local coordinate
system as
{p˜} = {p˜1 p˜,ξ1 p˜2 p˜,ξ2}T = ∂
2
∂ξ2
{h˜}, (5.37)
where
p˜1 =
3
2
ξ p˜2 = −3
2
ξ. (5.38)
and
p˜,ξ1 = −1
2
+
3
2
ξ p˜,ξ2 =
1
2
+
3
2
ξ. (5.39)
These second derivatives can be seen in Figure 5.3. It is again possible to express {p} in
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Figure 5.3: Hermitian shape function Laplacians in 1D showing (a) p˜i and (b) p˜,ξi..
the global coordinates this time through
{p} =
(
∂ξ
∂x
)2{
p˜ p˜,ξ1
∂x
∂ξ
p˜2 p˜,ξ2
∂x
∂ξ
}
. (5.40)
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5.3.2 2D Hermitian shape functions
In two dimensions using 4 noded quadrilateral elements we have degrees of freedom at
each node of displacements u and v (which are mapped using the GIMP shape functions
as introduced previously in Chapter 3), and plastic multiplier γ, its derivative with respect
to x and y, γ, x and γ, y and the derivative with respect to both x and y, γ, xy. Written
out for one element these are
{Λ} = {Λ1 Λ,x1 Λ,y1 Λ,xy1 Λ2 Λ,x2 Λ,y2 Λ,xy2 Λ3 Λ,x3 Λ,y3 Λ,xy3 Λ4 Λ,x4 Λ,y4 Λ,xy4}T
(5.41)
this will be shortened to
{Λ} = {Λi Λ,xi Λ,yi Λ,xyi}T (5.42)
where i represents each of the nodes. These can be seen in the element shown in Figure
5.4 using clockwise node numbering. As in the 1D case, the plastic multiplier at a given
η
ξ
ξ = −1 η = −1
Λ2 Λ,x2 Λ,y2 Λ,xy2
ξ = 1 η = 1
Λ4 Λ,x4 Λ,y4 Λ,xy4Λ1 Λ,x1 Λ,y1 Λ,xy1
ξ = −1 η = 1
Λ3 Λ,x3 Λ,y3 Λ,xy3
ξ = 1 η = −1
Figure 5.4: 2D element with degrees of freedom to be used with Hermitian shape functions.
point can be calculated as
γ = {h}T {Λ} (5.43)
where
{h} = {hi h,xi h,yi h,xyi}T . (5.44)
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these can be calculated in the local coordinates ξ and η as
{h˜} = {h˜i h˜,ξi h˜,ηi h˜,ξηi}T . (5.45)
where {h˜} can be calculated by taking the product of 1D Hermitian shape functions (5.34)
h˜i = h˜i(ξ)h˜i(η)
h˜,ξi = h˜,ξi(ξ)h˜i(η)
h˜,ηi = h˜i(ξ)h˜,ηi(η)
h˜,ξηi = h˜,ξi(ξ)h˜,ηi(η).
(5.46)
where the 1D functions can be calculated based on the local coordinates in each direction.
This gives the following functions
h˜1 =
1
16
(1− ξ)2(2 + ξ)(1− η)2(2 + η)
h˜2 =
1
16
(1− ξ)2(2 + ξ)(1 + η)2(2− η)
h˜3 =
1
16
(1 + ξ)2(2− ξ)(1 + η)2(2− η)
h˜4 =
1
16
(1 + ξ)2(2− ξ)(1− η)2(2 + η).
(5.47)
h˜,ξ1 =
1
16
(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2(1− η)(2 + η)2
h˜,ξ2 =
1
16
(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2(1 + η)(2− η)2
h˜,ξ3 =
1
16
(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2(1 + η)(2− η)2
h˜,ξ4 =
1
16
(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2(1− η)(2 + η)2
(5.48)
h˜,η1 =
1
16
(1− ξ)(2 + ξ)2(η + 1)(1− η)2
h˜,η2 =
1
16
(1− ξ)(2 + ξ)2(η − 1)(1 + η)2
h˜,η3 =
1
16
(1 + ξ)(2− ξ)2(η − 1)(1 + η)2
h˜,η4 =
1
16
(1 + ξ)(2− ξ)2(η + 1)(1− η)2.
(5.49)
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h˜,ξη1 =
1
16
(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2(η + 1)(1− η)2
h˜,ξη2 =
1
16
(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2(η − 1)(1 + η)2
h˜,ξη3 =
1
16
(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2(η − 1)(1 + η)2
h˜,ξη4 =
1
16
(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2(η + 1)(1− η)2.
(5.50)
These can be mapped back to the global coordinates through
{h} =
{
h˜i h˜,ξi
∂x
∂ξ
h˜,ηi
∂y
∂η
h˜,ξηi
∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
}T
. (5.51)
One key point here is that the mapping of h˜,ξηi is a special case, as in the iGIMP method
it can be ensured that the background grid is always rectangular. This is a specific
advantage when compared to the FEM where the elements cannot be guaranteed to be
rectangular. This means that derivatives ∂x∂η and
∂y
∂ξ that would otherwise contribute to a
more complicated expression are equal to zero and can be omitted. These functions can
be seen in Figure 5.3.2.
The property of being able to guarantee a regular rectangular mesh also simplifies the
Laplacian of the shape functions which in 2D are
∇2γ = γ,xx + γ,yy (5.52)
and can be calculated from the nodal values as
∇2γ = {p}T {Λ} (5.53)
where
{p} = ∂
2
∂x2
{h}+ ∂
2
∂y2
{h}. (5.54)
The second order derivatives can be calculated in local coordinates as
{p˜} = ∂
2
∂ξ2
{h˜}︸ ︷︷ ︸
˜{p1}
+
∂2
∂η2
{h˜}︸ ︷︷ ︸
˜{p2}
(5.55)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Hermitian shape functions in a 2D element. (a) showing h˜, (b) showing h˜,ξ,
(c) showing h˜,η and (d) showing h˜,ξη.
where {p˜} can be calculated by taking the product of 1D Hermitian shape functions (5.37)
p˜1i = p˜i(ξ)h˜i(η) p˜
2
i = h˜i(ξ)p˜i(η)
p˜1,ξi = p˜,ξi(ξ)h˜i(η) p˜
2
,ξi = h˜,ξi(ξ)p˜i(η)
p˜1,ηi = p˜i(ξ)h˜,ηi(η) p˜
2
,ηi = h˜i(ξ)p˜,ηi(η)
p˜1,ξηi = p˜,ξi(ξ)h˜,ηi(η) p˜
2
,ξηi = p˜,ηi(η)h˜,ξi(ξ).
(5.56)
where the 1D functions can be calculated based on the local coordinates in each direction.
This gives the following 2D functions and derivatives
p˜11 =
3
8
ξ(1− η)2(2 + η) p˜21 =
3
8
η(1− ξ)2(2 + ξ)
p˜12 =
3
8
ξ(1 + η)2(2− η) p˜22 =
3
8
η(1 + ξ)2(2− ξ)
p˜13 = −
3
8
ξ(1 + η)2(2− η) p˜23 = −
3
8
η(1 + ξ)2(2− ξ)
p˜14 = −
3
8
ξ(1− η)2(2 + η) p˜24 = −
3
8
η(1− ξ)2(2 + ξ).
(5.57)
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p˜1,ξ1 = (
3
8
ξ − 1
8
)(1− η)(2 + η)2 p˜2,ξ1 =
3
8
η(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2
p˜1,ξ2 = (
3
8
ξ − 1
8
)(1 + η)(2− η)2 p˜2,ξ2 =
3
8
η(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2
p˜1,ξ3 = (
3
8
ξ +
1
8
)(1 + η)(2− η)2 p˜2,ξ3 = −
3
8
η(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2
p˜1,ξ4 = (
3
8
ξ +
1
8
)(1− η)(2 + η)2 p˜2,ξ4 = −
3
8
η(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2.
(5.58)
p˜1,η1 =
3
8
ξ(η + 1)(1− η)2 p˜2,η1 = (
3
8
η − 1
8
)(1− ξ)(2 + ξ)2
p˜1,η2 =
3
8
ξ(η − 1)(1 + η)2 p˜2,η2 = (
3
8
η − 1
8
)(1 + ξ)(2− ξ)2
p˜1,η3 = −
3
8
ξ(η − 1)(1 + η)2 p˜2,η3 = (
3
8
η +
1
8
)(1 + ξ)(2− ξ)2
p˜1,η4 = −
3
8
ξ(η + 1)(1− η)2 p˜2,η4 = (
3
8
η +
1
8
)(1− ξ)(2 + ξ)2.
(5.59)
p˜1,ξη1 = (
3
8
ξ − 1
8
)(η + 1)(1− η)2 p˜2,ξη1 = (
3
8
η − 1
8
)(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2
p˜1,ξη2 = (
3
8
ξ − 1
8
)(η − 1)(1 + η)2 p˜2,ξη2 = (
3
8
η − 1
8
)(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2
p˜1,ξη3 = (
3
8
ξ +
1
8
)(η − 1)(1 + η)2 p˜2,ξη3 = (
3
8
η +
1
8
)(ξ − 1)(1 + ξ)2
p˜1,ξη4 = (
3
8
ξ +
1
8
)(η + 1)(1− η)2 p˜2,ξη4 = (
3
8
η +
1
8
)(ξ + 1)(1− ξ)2.
(5.60)
The local functions can be seen below in Figure 5.3.2. These functions can be mapped
back to the global coordinates and combined through
{p}T =
(
∂ξ
∂x
)2{
p˜1i p˜
1
,ξi
∂x
∂ξ
p˜1,ηi
∂y
∂η
p˜1,ξηi
∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
}
+
(
∂η
∂y
)2{
p˜2i p˜
2
,ξi
∂x
∂ξ
p˜2,ηi
∂y
∂η
p˜2,ξηi
∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
}
. (5.61)
It will now be shown how these Hermitian functions are used in the implementation of
the gradient approach with the GIMP method. More information on hermitian functions
can be found in [59] and [9].
5.4 Implementation
To implement the approach with the GIMP method, incremental values for the stress
and plastic multiplier must be used as the primary unknowns in the non-linear problem
as the background grid is reset after each step. The stresses can be calculated from the
elastic strain which can be calculated from the previous elastic strain, plus the increment
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: Hermitian shape function Laplacianss in a 2D element. (a) showing ∇2h˜, (b)
showing ∇2h˜,ξ, (c) showing ∇2h˜,η and (d) showing ∇2h˜,ξη..
associated with the current loadstep, minus any increment in plastic straining, that is
{εen+1} = {εen}+ {∆ε} −∆γ{f,σ}, (5.62)
where n refers to the value at the end of the previous load step. The current Cauchy stress
can be obtained from
{σn+1} = {σn}+ {∆σ} (5.63)
where
{∆σ} = [De]{{∆ε} −∆γ{f,σ}}. (5.64)
The plastic multiplier in a similar manner becomes
γn+1 = γn + ∆γ. (5.65)
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Using these increments, an incremental form of the weak statement of equilibrium can be
expressed as
∫
v
{∂ε}T [De]
{
{∆ε} −∆γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}T}
dv +
∫
v
∂{ε}T {σn}dv
−
∫
s
{∂u}T {t}ds−
∫
v
{∂u}T {fb}dv = {0}. (5.66)
Taking a Taylor series expansion of the volume averaged version of (5.6) and ignoring
higher order terms it is possible to arrive at
∫
v
∂γ
{
∂f
∂σ
}T
{∆σ}dv = −
∫
v
∂γf(σn)dv. (5.67)
introducing the incremental relationship (5.64) into this results in
∫
v
δγ{f,σ}T [De]({∆ε} −∆γ{f,σ})dv = −
∫
v
δγf(σn)dv. (5.68)
Using the substitutions (5.17) and (5.18) as above and eliminating δγ from (5.68) and
substituting {δε} = [B]δu and eliminating {δu} from (5.66) gives the following equations
(with the size of each component below, asssuming no material point domains overlapping
multiple elements)
∫
v
[B]T︸︷︷︸
8×3
[De]︸︷︷︸
3×3
[B]︸︷︷︸
3×8
dv {∆ug}︸ ︷︷ ︸
8×1
−
∫
v
[B]T︸︷︷︸
8×3
[De]︸︷︷︸
3×6
{f,σ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
6×1
{h}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×16
dv {∆Λ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
16×1
=
∫
s
[Svp]
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
8×2
{t}︸︷︷︸
2×1
ds+
∫
v
[Svp]
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
8×2
{fb}︸︷︷︸
2×1
dv −
∫
v
[B]T︸︷︷︸
8×3
{σn}︸ ︷︷ ︸
3×1
dv (5.69)
and
−
∫
v
{h}︸︷︷︸
16×1
{f,σ}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×6
[De]︸︷︷︸
6×3
[B]︸︷︷︸
3×8
dv {∆ug}︸ ︷︷ ︸
8×1
+
∫
v
{h}︸︷︷︸
16×1
{f,σ}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×6
[De]︸︷︷︸
6×6
{f,σ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
6×1
{h}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×16
dv {∆Λ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
16×1
=
∫
v
{h}︸︷︷︸
16×1
f(σn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×1
dv, (5.70)
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where the right hand side of 5.74 is the residual in terms of the plastic multiplier. These
equations can be re-written as a coupled system
 [Kaa] [Kaλ]
[Kaλ]
T [Kλλ]


{∆d}
{∆Λ}
 =

∫
s[Svp]
T {t}ds+ ∫v[Svp]T {fb}dv∫
v{h}f(σn)dv
 , (5.71)
where [K] is as in (5.25) to (5.27) but now acting on incremental values of displacement
and plastic multipler. The consistent tangent must also be updated, according to [52] this
is given by
[Dalg] =
[
[De]−1 + dγ
[
∂2f
∂σ2
]]−1
(5.72)
An outline of the algorithm for gradient plasticity with the iGIMP method can be found
in Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2. A key consideration, which may not be immediately clear and
is different from using a standard return mapping algorithm, is that the flow direction
{f,σ} must be calculated and stored in full even when not simulating 3D problems. This
is because of the way the yield function is coupled in with the global equations so it is not
possible to ignore terms in direction not of interest. This can be highlighted by considering
the sizes of each of the components of (5.73) and (5.74) in the 2D case shown above with
how it reduces in the 1D equivalent
∫
v
[B]T︸︷︷︸
2×1
[De]︸︷︷︸
1×1
[B]︸︷︷︸
1×2
dv {∆ug}︸ ︷︷ ︸
2×1
−
∫
v
[B]T︸︷︷︸
2×1
[De]︸︷︷︸
1×6
{f,σ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
6×1
{h}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×4
dv {∆Λ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
4×1
=
∫
s
[Svp]
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
2×1
{t}︸︷︷︸
1×1
ds+
∫
v
[Svp]
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
2×1
{fb}︸︷︷︸
1×1
dv −
∫
v
[B]T︸︷︷︸
2×1
{σn}︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×1
dv (5.73)
and
−
∫
v
{h}︸︷︷︸
4×1
{f,σ}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×6
[De]︸︷︷︸
6×1
[B]︸︷︷︸
1×2
dv {∆ug}︸ ︷︷ ︸
2×1
+
∫
v
{h}︸︷︷︸
4×1
{f,σ}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×6
[De]︸︷︷︸
6×6
{f,σ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
6×1
{h}T︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×4
dv {∆Λ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
4×1
=
∫
v
{h}︸︷︷︸
4×1
f(σn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×1
dv, (5.74)
The terms in bold are highlighted to emphasise that they do not change between 1D and
2D.
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Algorithm 5.1 Gradient plasticity iGIMP algorithm
lstp 1 2 ...lstps FOR EACH Loadstep
Calculate which elements each particle overlaps, and
therefore free degrees of freedom
{fextn+1} increment and map the ex-ternal forces {fextg } = {fextp }[Svp] (2.19)*
NRit 1 2 ... WHILE |fR| < tol
{∆ug} solve for displacements,now including lam
{δuk+1} = [K]−1{fRk },{∆uk+1} = {∆uk}+ {δuk+1} (3.17)
{∆up} particle displacement {∆up} = [Svp]{∆ug} (2.25)*
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material point
nels 1 2 ...nels FOR EACH overlapping element
[B] strain displacement matrix [B] =
[
∂Savp1
∂X˜
]
. . . (3.29)
i 1 2 ...nmp FOR EACH Material point
Algorithm 5.2
{fλ} calculate plastic multiplier
residual term
{fλ} = {h}f
{f intp } particle internal force {f intp } = [B]T {σ}Vp (3.23)
[Kaa]
particle stiffness linking
displacement DoF
[B]T [De][B]Vp (5.25)
[Kaλ]
particle stiffness coupling
terms
−[B]T [De]{f,σ}{h}TVp (5.26)
[Kλλ]
particle stiffness linking
plastic multiplier terms
{h}{f,σ}T [De]{f,σ}{h}T+
{h}H{h}T − c{h}{p}TVp (5.27)
{fR} out of balance force {fR} = {f int; fλ} − {fext}
{xn+1p } update particle positions {xn+1p } = {xnp}+ {up} (2.26)
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Algorithm 5.2 Gradient material point loop and constitutive model
{h} calculate hermitian shape
functions
{
h˜1 h˜,ξ1
∂x
∂ξ h˜2 h˜,ξ2
∂x
∂ξ
}T
(5.30)
{p} calculate laplacian hermi-
tian shape functions
(
∂ξ
∂x
)2 {
p˜ p˜,ξ1
∂x
∂ξ p˜2 p˜,ξ2
∂x
∂ξ
}
(5.40)
dγ calculate increment in plas-
tic multiplier
dγ = {h}T {Λg} (5.18)
d∇2γ
calculate increment
in laplacian of plastic
multiplier
d∇2γ = {p}T {Λg} (5.19)
{εetr} calculate trial elastic strainincrement {εetr} = {εe}+ [B]{∆ug}. (5.17)
[De], [Ce] Calculate [De] and its inverse [Ce] from E and v (2.3)
{σtr} calculate trial stress {σtr} = [De]{εetr} (4.17)
f evaluate yield function
based on trial stress
f(σ,Hγ,C∇2γ) (5.8)
IF f ≤ 0
{σ} update stress {σ} = {σtr}
{εe} update elastic strain {εe} = {εetr}
[Dalg] update algorithmic consis-
tent tangent
[Dalg] = [De]
H zero hardening parameter H = 0
ELSE (f > 0){
∂f
∂σ
}
,
{
∂2f
∂σ2
}
Calculate derivatives of the yield function
{σn+1} update stress {σn}+ [De]{{∆ε}−∆γ{f,σ}} (5.64)
f evaluate yield function
based on updated stress
f(σ,Hγ,C∇2γ) (5.8)
{
∂f
∂σ
}
,
{
∂2f
∂σ2
}
Calculate updated derivatives of the yield function
[Dalg]
calculate [Dalg ] consistent
with the updated stress
state
[Dalg ] = [[Ce] + dγ[
{
∂2f
∂σ2
}
]]−1 (5.72)
H set hardening parameter H = −0.1E
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5.4.1 Additional boundary conditions
Due to the additional degrees of freedom required to use the Hermitian shape functions it
is necessary to introduce additional boundary conditions relating to the plastic multiplier
degrees of freedom. These are
δγ = 0 or (∇dγ)Tnγ = 0 (5.75)
where nλ is the outward normal to the boundary of the plastic region. It is not always
clear exactly where this plastic boundary is, however, in [59] it is stated that this can be
achieved by setting the derivative of the plastic multiplier to zero in the direction normal
to the model boundary. In 1D this corresponds to
γ,n = 0, (5.76)
and in 2D
γ,n = 0 and γ,nm = 0, (5.77)
where n and m are normal and tangential directions to the model boundary. This may
appear to be a minor point but has the potential to cause difficulties if these boundaries
become not aligned with the background grid or move during a simulation.
5.5 Numerical examples
In this section the iGIMP method with gradient plasticity will be demonstrated on nu-
merical examples in 1D and 2D.
5.5.1 Extension of a weakened bar
In the first example a 1D bar with a weakened section in the middle subjected to dis-
placement at each end (as shown in Figure 5.7). The bar has a Young’s modulus of
δu = 0.01δu = 0.01
x
Weakened region
l = 100
Figure 5.7: Bar with weakened central section subject to end displacements.
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E = 20000, a yield strength of ρy = 2 (reduced by 10% in the weakened region) and has
a softening(hardening) parameter of H = −0.1E. The bar has an initial length of 100, a
weakened region of 10, and is displaced by 0.01 which leads to elasto-plastic behaviour in
the weakened section. The problem was modelled over 20 loadsteps using 160 elements,
each with two material points. Using a von Mises yield surface, the gradient yield function
(5.8) becomes
f = ρy +Hγ − c∆γ (5.78)
where c is related to a length scale measurement ` through c = −`2H. Figure 5.8 shows
the axial stress (taken at the end of the bar) plotted against the extension of the bar and
shown along with the analytical solution for c=50000, equivalent to ` = 5. The analytical
gradient of the stress against extension graph during softening is derived to be EL(pi−1) in
[51]. It can be seen that the iGIMP method gives a value of -92.3281 which is within 1%
of the analytical gradient.
In Figure 5.9, the plastic strain is plotted against position through the bar using the
same parameters. It can be seen that the addition of the gradient terms has smoothed
the plastic strain rather than having a sudden jump as would be the case for conventional
plasticity. It can also be seen that as the number of background grid elements is increased,
a peak value of plastic strain is converged towards. The width of the plastic strain zone
can also be calculated analytically [51] as 2pi
√
−c
H . This is also plotted on Figure 5.9 and
is shown to match closely with the values from the gradient GIMP method.
Figure 5.10 highlights a disadvantage of the gradient plasticity method chosen, showing
that in the plastic region, stress oscillations occur. It can be seen that although the axial
stress was as expected towards the ends of the bar, the stress towards the middle varies
from each material point to the next rather than being fixed at the yield stress. It is
possible that this is related to the basis functions used [52], and although it does not
appear to affect the results of the plastic strain for this problem, it could have implications
in more complicated analyses as will be explored in Chapter 6.
Figure 5.11 demonstrates the dependence of this axial stress on the length scale. The
same problem was modelled using values of c of 12500, 50000 and 200000, it can be seen
that the elastic behaviour is identical in each simulation however once the material yields
and softening begins the behaviour is different for each length scale. Figure 5.12 shows
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the distribution of plastic strain, and how it develops through the simulation, for each of
these cases (a) c=12500, (b) c=50000 and (c) c=200000. It can be observed that with a
larger length scale the zone of plastic strain is larger. Each of these cases is also compared
against the analytical width, calculated in the same way as above, and is shown to agree
well.
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5.5.2 Shear band in a 2D domain
The second example involves a 2D domain stretched by the right hand edge as analysed
in [95]. The domain was fixed in the horizontal direction along the lefthand side, and
restrained in the vertical direction at a single point at the centre of the lefthand side.
A displacement of 0.002mm was prescribed to the righthand edge as shown in Figure
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Figure 5.12: Plastic strain in an extended bar with varied length scale.
5.13. The Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio were assigned as E = 20000N/mm2 and
ν = 0.25. A small 1mm by 1mm section is weakened in the bottom left hand corner
in order to initiate a shear band. The size of the domain was 10m by 10m and was
modelled using 2 x 2 material points per element on a background grid one element larger
than this on each side (although in reality displacements were so small any influence of
these elements was negligible). Because of the small magnitude of the displacement it
was possible to apply the boundary conditions (including the additional restraints of γx,
γy and γxy needed because of the gradient formulation) directly to the background grid
nodes.
It can be seen in Figure 5.15 that as the mesh is refined the width of the shear band
becomes thinner, and this is dependent on the mesh. By introducing a length scale it
can be seen in Figure 5.15 that the width of the shear band is now dependent on the
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length scale rather than the size of the background grid elements. Figure 5.14 shows a
force against displacement plot for the problem varying the number of elements with a
length scale of zero and 400, it can be seen that without the length scale the response
is dependent on the background grid element size. However, when using a length scale
responses for all discretisations agree.
L
L u
(a)
y
x
L = 10mm
L
=
1
0m
m
u
=
0.
00
2m
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(b)
Figure 5.13: 2D square with weakened corner size 1mm x 1mm.
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Figure 5.14: Force against displacement for square with shear band.
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5.6 Observations
In this chapter an extension of the iGIMP method to gradient plasticity has been proposed.
The plastic multiplier is now solved for as an additional degree of freedom at grid nodes
along with its derivative and is mapped using Hermitian shape functions. The Laplacian of
the plastic multiplier is introduced into the yield function along with a length scale which
is shown in numerical examples to control the width of a region of plastic strain in 1D and
a shear band in 2D. It should be noted that the formulation presented in this chapter is
only suitable for small strains; although a large strain method would be desirable it is not
included in this thesis. In the next chapter further examples will contrast the abilities of
the different methods developed in the thesis.
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of plastic strain shown by colours with equal scales for each length scale.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Examples
As shown in the previous chapter, for basic problems the combination of the gradient
plasticity and iGIMP method can give results in agreement with analytical solutions and
with the FEM for problems involving singularities and shear banding. This chapter will
show examples to both further demonstrate the implicit GIMP method introduced in
Chapters 3 and 4 and to highlight difficulties in utilising the gradient plasticity method
introduced in Chapter 5. The focus will be on two different geometries modelled in 2D, the
first being a square of material, and the second a steep slope with material properties and
boundary conditions adjusted to introduce a singularity and to allow large deformations.
6.1 2D square
The first geometry to be considered has a height of 8 units and width of 8 units, for the
following simulations the initial shape will be the same, however the material properties
and boundary conditions will be specified in each example.
6.1.1 Elastic compaction under self weight
The large deformation capabilities of the implicit Generalised Interpolation Material Point
(iGIMP) method will be demonstrated by showing the behaviour of the material deforming
due to self-weight with increasing gravity. In this example, the domain is modelled using
8 x 8 elements, each populated by 4 x 4 material points, with the grid being sized 10 x 10
elements to allow for movement of material during the simulation. The material properties
assigned are a Young’s modulus of E = 1 × 105 and Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.3. Roller
boundary conditions are applied on the lefthand edge which could represent symmetry
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when modelling a block of width 16 units, and movement is restrained in a vertical direction
along the bottom edge. A total weight of w = 4 × 105 was applied to the block over 20
loadsteps. Figure 6.1 shows the initial and final position of the material, the shading
corresponds to the vertical stress at each material point at the end of the simulation.
Figure 6.2 shows convergence within loadstep 16 for this problem. The near asymptot-
ically quadratic convergence rate of the Newton-Raphson process indicates correct imple-
mentation of the method. Table 6.1 shows the values of the norm residual force ({fR}) at
the end of each Newton Raphson iteration for loadsteps 16-20.
Although no analytical solution to this problem exists it is still possible to verify the
calculation by comparing it to an updated Lagrangian finite element analysis of the same
problem. The maximum horizontal displacement at the bottom right hand corner of the
material was calculated. For the FE analysis 1,000,000 linear finite elements were used
and integrated with 2 x 2 gauss quadrature. By refining the background grid it can be
seen that the displacements converge towards this reference solution. Values plotted in
Figure 6.3 are normalised by this solution, it can be seen that for all cases the iGIMP
results are in between those of linear and quadratic finite elements for the same mesh
size. When calculating the displacement using the iGIMP method, the value used was the
displacement of the bottom right material point plus half of any extension to its influence
domain. The problem was simulated using varying numbers of material points per element
and it can be seen that with an element size of 1 or smaller all discretisation came within
1% of the converged solution. This suggests that the number of elements in the background
grid has more impact on the results than the number of material points per element.
6.1.2 Elasto-plastic compaction under self-weight
In this example, the same problem was modelled using 8 by 8 background grid elements,
although this time each element was filled with 4x4 material points. A Young’s modulus
of E = 1 × 105, Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.3 and a total self weight applied of w = 4 × 105
Table 6.1: Newton Raphson residuals showing near asymptotic quadratic convergence.
Step 16 17 18 19 20
Iteration 1 1.357×10−3 1.246×10−3 1.147×10−3 1.094×10−3 9.897×10−4
Iteration 2 4.805×10−7 4.202×10−7 3.658×10−7 3.478×10−7 2.872×10−7
Iteration 3 6.903×10−14 5.399×10−14 4.283×10−14 1.839×10−12 2.809×10−14
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Figure 6.1: Compaction under self weight problem showing initial (grey) and final (shaded)
material point positions and influence domains with vertical stress shown.
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Figure 6.2: Norm residual force at the end of each iteration in loadstep 16, showing near
asymptotic quadratic convergence.
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Figure 6.3: Physical convergence of displacement with changing mesh density for com-
paction of material under self weight.
were used as before. However this time a von Mises constitutive model with a deviatoric
yield stress of ρy = 1.2 × 104 was used. The yield function is defined as in (4.10). The
initial and deformed shape of the domain can be seen in Figure 6.4, where it can be seen
that significantly larger displacements have occurred than previously, where the material
did not yield. The convergence is given in Table 6.2 for the final 5 steps of the simulation.
It can be seen that, now the material behaviour is elasto-plastic, more iterations are
needed for the NR algorithm to find the correct path, however, near asymptotic quadratic
convergence is reached before running into machine precision at lower errors.
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Figure 6.4: Compaction under self weight with a yield stress introducing elasto-plastic
deformation.
6.1.3 Gradient elasto-plasticity analysis of rigid footing
In the previous two examples it can be seen that the iGIMP method performs well for
problems involving compaction under self weight. In this example the material properties
are altered to those in [142], that is a Young’s Modulus of E = 2.5×108, Poisson’s ratio of
ν = 0.25 and a deviatoric yield stress of ρy = 4× 103. As the gradient method introduced
in Chapter 5 will be used a softening modulus of H = −16 × 106 and a length scale of
` = 0.4 (equivalent to c = 2.56× 106) was also used. Boundary condition were applied to
restrain displacements on the lefthand side and at the bottom as can be seen in Figure
6.5(a). A footing was simulated at the top right hand corner of the material which initiates
Table 6.2: Newton Raphson residuals for loadsteps of modelling compaction with elasto-
plastic behaviour.
Step 16 17 18 19 20
Iteration 1 2.987×10−2 2.787×10−2 2.600×10−2 2.467×10−2 2.372×10−2
Iteration 2 4.631×10−2 4.703×10−2 3.072×10−2 2.504×10−2 2.013×10−2
Iteration 3 9.236×10−3 2.483×10−3 8.893×10−4 6.861×10−4 3.863×10−4
Iteration 4 2.379×10−4 1.530×10−5 3.494×10−6 1.633×10−6 1.237×10−6
Iteration 5 8.852×10−6 1.562×10−10 4.098×10−11 2.642×10−12 3.505×10−12
Iteration 6 2.028×10−10 8.386×10−16
Iteration 7 7.290×10−16
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a shear band. The displacement of the footing was u = 0.004 and is applied directly to the
background grid due to the small displacement. The simulation used 8 x 8 background
grid elements, with 2 x 2 material points in each. In addition to the boundary conditions
restraining the displacements, on the left and right hand edges of the material it was
enforced that Λ,x = 0 and Λ,xy = 0 and on the top and bottom edges of the material it
was enforced that Λ,y = 0 and Λ,xy = 0.
It can be seen that for these parameters the Newton Raphson loop converges with the
expected rate of convergence as shown in Table 6.3. The value of the gradient parameter
is altered to have values of c = 1.28 × 106 and c = 5.12 × 106 and the results of the
simulation using these values are shown in Figure 6.5, where the distribution of plastic
strain can be seen. Although with this density of background mesh and alteration in the
gradient parameter the width of the shear band does not change dramatically it can be
seen by using the same scales for each case that the plastic strains are more concentrated
for the higher values of c. The difference can also be seen in Figure 6.6 where the force
displacement response, calculated as the total force over the footing and the displacement
of the footing, is dependent on the length scale parameter.
When increasing the number of background grid elements and using the gradient plas-
ticity method, one would expect the response to be independent of the background mesh
however, as can be seen in Figure 6.8, this was found not to be the case. This is the first
indication of problems when using the method as proposed in Chapter 5. It can be seen in
Figure 6.7 that by increasing the number of elements the width of the shear band appears
to remain the same, however, convergence deteriorates, indicating that the global Newton
Raphson loop was not able to converge to the required tolerance.
This could be attributed to the stress oscillations that have been observed previously
Table 6.3: Newton Raphson residuals for loadsteps of modelling gradient elasto-plastic
behaviour of displacement of a footing on a square domain.
Step 16 17 18 19 20
Iteration 1 5.140×10−3 5.076×10−3 5.150×10−3 5.317×10−3 6.282×10−3
Iteration 2 5.438×10−4 4.793×10−4 2.405×10−4 7.591×10−4 3.104×10−3
Iteration 3 3.418×10−7 1.656×10−7 8.789×10−8 5.826×10−7 1.142×10−5
Iteration 4 1.470×10−13 2.878×10−14 9.488×10−15 5.183×10−13 1.943×10−10
Iteration 5 4.893×10−16
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in Chapter 5, similar behaviour was found in [143] working with the element-free Galerkin
method. These spurious stresses will mean that that the material will enter the plastic
regime erroneously. Although in the initial work [51] background elements with linear
shape functions were used, in [52], a number of other elements were presented for use in
gradient plasticity with the Finite Element Method (FEM). It was shown by De Borst
and Pamin that the stress oscillations occur in both the 1D and 2D elements where the
displacements are mapped using linear shape functions and the plastic multipliers with
hermitian values and thus in further work quadratic interpolation of the displacements
was used to avoid this. Because, in the MPM and iGIMP method used here, a linear
background grid is utilised, the issue is still going to occur. It is not desirable to use
quadratic FEM shape functions with the MPM or GIMP method in general as problems
are introduced due to the negative values of the shape functions in certain positions [5].
Recently published work [95] includes the use of B splines instead of both the hermitian
functions and linear/quadratic shape functions which could act as a possible solution,
especially as similar approaches have been investigated to combat the grid crossing error
in the standard MPM [132, 176], this is a major overhaul of the method and is beyond
the scope of this thesis but could be an interesting topic of future research.
6.2 2D steep slope
The second problem that will be the looked at in this chapter will be a slope made by
extending the previous geometry to include a steep slope. The geometry has been taken
to be the same as [142], of height 10, top width 10 and a slope with gradient 7/20 as
shown in Figure 6.9. To begin with the problem of a footing causing a shear band will
be revisited, which is shown to encounter further problems with the gradient method
combined with MPM. The large deformation elasto-plastic iGIMP method will then be
examined, to demonstrate that the highlighted problems are a feature of the choice of
gradient approach and not the MPM as a whole.
6.2.1 Slope with footing at top with gradient elasto-plasticity
In this example the material properties are the same as those in [142] and those used
in the previous example of a shear band under a footing. These are a Young’s Modulus
of E = 2.5 × 108, Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.25, a deviatoric yield stress of ρy = 4 × 103,
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a softening modulus of H = −16 × 106 and a length scale of ` = 0.4 (equivalent to
c = 2.56× 106).
Problems encountered
One of the advantages of the Material Point Method (MPM), or indeed mesh-free methods
in general, is the ability to model geometry without having to match a mesh to the
geometry. In this instance, a regular background mesh could be populated with material
points to fill the geometry as required. The result of this is that a number of background
grid elements become partially filled by material points. As shown in previous examples in
Chapter 4, this is not a problem for the iGIMP method in general. However, upon running
a problem with partially filled elements with the gradient method, it frequently causes the
system of equations to become singular and prevents the analysis from completing.
This could be caused by integration errors, which in the standard MPM is often com-
batted by increasing the numbers of material points. However, increasing the number of
material points used in the gradient elasto-plastic iGIMP method again causes the con-
vergence to deteriorate. This can be shown to be the case even for the case of a single
element, and is linked to the hermitian functions requiring optimal integration points to
achieve required accuracy [52].
This is not the only problem that is encountered when attempting to model a slope
using the proposed method. The fact that the slope face is no longer aligned with the
background grid causes an additional problem due to the fact that it is necessary to
impose Λ,n where n is the direction normal to the boundary and Λ,xy equal to zero at all
of the problem boundaries. As discussed previously, the problem of applying boundary
conditions in the MPM when they do not align with the grid has been addressed recently
in [46] and [19] as this is also an issue in many other applications of the MPM.
Running an example
It is possible to make a crude approximation of the example which avoids the problem of
partially filled elements and the sensitivity to quadrature by staggering the filled elements
as seen in Figure 6.10. Certainly, adjusting the background grid to align with this bound-
ary could be a possibility with a MPM however this is restricting the MPM and adjusting
back towards FEM. The boundary conditions here are approximated by setting both Λ,x
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and Λ,y to zero at all the nodes along the zig-zag shaped boundary.
Despite the result showing the expected shape of shear band forming, which is only
possible due to the addition of gradient terms (a conventional Finite element analysis
results in a second band beginning at the other end of the footing). Degradation in
convergence can be observed as was the case for the non-sloping example in Section 6.1.3,
this can be seen in Figure 6.11.
6.2.2 Slope under self-weight
In this final example the material properties of the compaction under self weight of the
square were used, Young’s modulus of E = 1 × 105, Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.3, total
self weight applied of w = 6 × 105 over 20 loads steps and a deviatoric yield stress of
ρy = 1.2× 104. Here the boundary conditions only restrict displacement perpendicular to
the boundary at the left hand side and the bottom a shown in Figure 6.12. By reverting to
the conventional large deformation plasticity iGIMP method introduced in Chapter 4 there
is no requirement for additional boundary conditions on the free surfaces of the slope. The
problem is modelled by filling the area occupied by the material with material points, in
this case 6 x 6 material points are used for full elements and the same density for partially
filled elements. Figure 6.12 shows the deformed shape of the slope after increasing the self
weight to a point where the material has yielded. The colour represents the magnitude
of plastic straining at each material point. It can be seen that as the slope deforms, the
plastic zone spreads through the domain. Figure 6.13 shows the same simulation but using
2 x 2 (Subfigures (a) & (b)) and 4 x 4 (Subfigures (c) & (d)) material points. It can be
seen that using 4 x 4 material points the results appear identical to those using 6 x 6.
The simulation using 2 x 2 material points did not complete, Subfigure (b) shows the
simulation after 18 load steps. It can be seen that in the top left of the domain, and in
the bottom centre of the domain where the strain is highest that material points become
stretched over the size of an element which causes stability issues in the code.
6.3 Observations
It has been shown in this chapter, both examples showing the capabilities of the iGIMP
method to handle large deformation elasto-plasticity problems, as well as examples high-
lighting issues when combining it with with the Gradient plasticity method introduced
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in Chapter 5. Despite showing initial promise as a candidate method for implementing
a length scale dependent gradient plasticity method with the MPM, further investigation
shows that for more general problems there are a number of obstacles which prevent this
from being the case. The main problems that arose (and ideas of possible solutions) were:
• The use of linear background elements results in the gradient terms giving stress
oscillations which in turn lead to poor convergence for the gradient method. The
work using B splines in [95] with the FEM could be a possible avenue for overcoming
this problem.
• Problems regarding position and number of material points when used with the
hermitian functions. Again, replacing the Hermitian functions would eliminate this
problem. Alternatively inspiration could be taken from other work in the MPM
for example [69] where Gauss quadrature is used as an intermediate step to reduce
errors resulting from sampling at material point positions.
• Imposition of boundary conditions which do not align with the background grid.
Because the boundary conditions are required on the entire of the boundary of the
material domain, in addition to not aligning with the grid, the boundary conditions
will also need to evolve with the deformation. One approach that could make this
possible has recently been developed in [19].
It is an interesting point that two of the major factors which caused the Gradient iGIMP
proposed here not to be successful are also the causes of two of the main challenges in the
MPM community as a whole, imposition of boundary conditions and continuity between
background grid elements, clearly these are important areas of research if the method is
to be successful in the future. In addition to this, it would be desirable in the future
to have a gradient method which is compatible with the a large deformation framework.
Without being able to handle large deformations correctly in a consistent framework such
as outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 the MPM offers no additional benefit to the FEM but
with higher computational expense. Despite these somewhat undesirable conclusions from
the combination of a selected gradient plasticity method with the MPM, the benefits of
the MPM can be seen clearly in the large deformation plasticity examples shown without
the gradient influence.
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Figure 6.7: Plastic strain distribution and convergence plots for varied mesh density.
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Figure 6.8: Force against displacement for varied mesh density.
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Figure 6.11: Convergence plot for analysis of slope.
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Figure 6.12: Displaced geometry and material points showing magnitude of plastic strain
using 6 x 6 material points per element.
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Figure 6.13: Displaced geometry and material points showing magnitude of plastic strain
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
This thesis set out to develop the Material Point Method (MPM) as a method with po-
tential for use in geotechnical problems. To model these problems, typically the ability
to have a method able to handle both large deformations and material non-linearity is
needed. A large proportion of previous research was found to be focused on an explicit
implementation, particularly those developments using the Generalised Interpolation Ma-
terial Point (GIMP) method for alleviating the grid crossing error present in the original
MPM. Despite this, there are a number of advantages that can be gained by using an
implicit approach including allowance of larger load steps, and improvement of error con-
trol. With these advantages in mind, an implicit GIMP method was implemented for the
first time for large deformation elasto-plasticity. This method was then combined with a
Gradient Plasticity approach with the aim of introducing a length scale parameter into
the formulation to overcome mesh dependency in shear band problems.
Chapter 2 introduced the background of the MPM giving an overview of the method,
a summary of the published literature discussing many of its current applications as well
as highlighting current known issues such as the grid crossing instability which occurs
when material points cross between background elements. The MPM was implemented
for linear elasticity by modification of an existing Finite Element Method (FEM) code.
Comparisons are frequently made in the literature between the FEM and MPM, however
one must be cautious when doing this as the differences due to not updating the mesh have
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ramifications when comparing to an analytical solution due to the fact that the moving of
material points introduces an element of geometric non-linearity which is not accounted
for. In the FEM, a small strain assumption means that calculations take place without the
mesh being updated as it is assumed that deformations are small enough that this will not
influence the results. In the MPM performing the same problem (over a number of load
steps) would result in the material points moving to new positions with the deformation,
however small, of the material and this will alter new values calculated based upon this.
In the literature errors are frequently attributed to grid crossing and quadrature errors
which may not always be the case.
Key novelties were introduced in Chapters 3 where the MPM was extended to the
GIMP method in order to reduce the non-physical stress oscillations associated with grid
crossing. The method was implemented with a geometrically nonlinear framework using
logarithmic strains and Kirchhoff stresses. Again, this requires careful consideration, if
basing an MPM implementation on the FEM, as the reference frame must be consistent
with the method being used. In particular updating the deformation gradient and the
calculation of the strain displacement matrix must be calculated differently to in the
FEM as the concept of a previously converged or updated configuration only exists at
the material points and not at the grid nodes where the equations are solved. The use
of a standard Total Lagrangian or Updated Lagrangian formulation requires an initial or
updated state at the grid nodes as the derivatives are based on this, therefore they must
be mapped from the configuration at the start of the current step which is available in the
MPM. A further novelty is the updating of the GIMP domains using the stretch tensor
rather than the full deformation gradient. Although debate continues as to whether the
GIMP method is the best approach to combat grid crossing, with this implementation
it was possible to show correct convergence the method, something which has frequently
been omitted in the literature. This is important in any method to be sure of it’s accuracy
and reliability before tackling problems without known solutions. Although the MPM,
which has now existed for over 20 years, has gathered traction recently, the initial work
developing the method seems to have given way to impressive looking simulations without
much documented consideration of convergence or agreement with analytical solutions,
instead favouring qualitative comparison to experimental results. Chapter 4 extended
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the method to include elasto-plasticity, this is essential for geotechnical type problems
and although only the von Mises yield surface was used for simplicity, the framework
implemented allows a straightforward replacement with other constitutive models without
modifying the rest of the code. Again this was compared to analytical solutions and
convergence due to the use of a consistent tangent was shown.
It has been suggested many times that the MPM’s similarities to the FEM should allow
technologies which exist within the finite element community to be transferred easily
to the MPM however there are some caveats which must be accounted for. Chapter 5
demonstrated this by introducing a gradient plasticity method to the MPM for the first
time. The approach introduced a second differential equation to solve for the plastic
multiplier which was mapped using hermitian shape functions to allow for C1 continuity
and introducing a length scale parameter to remove mesh dependency for problems such as
those involving shear banding. It was shown successfully to agree with FEM and analytical
solutions for test cases.
Despite the combination of Gradient plasticity and the implicit Generalised Interpola-
tion Material Point (iGIMP) method showing initial promise, further examples in Chapter
6 brought to light issues which show that changes from the FEM to MPM are not always
trivial. Problems which in the FEM are solved by increasing the order of the background
elements or changing the quadrature are not as easy to solve in MPM. The use of linear
background elements introducing stress oscillations which in turn lead to poor convergence
towards equilibrium for the gradient method, in FEM quadratic elements can be used but
this is not as simple in MPM. Problems exist regarding position and number of material
points when used with the hermitian functions, it is not possible to use reduced integration
in the MPM as could be done in the FEM. The problem of imposition of boundary condi-
tions which do not align with the background grid also caused issues. This is specifically a
problem in the gradient plasticity method investigated as it is necessary to have boundary
conditions on all edges of the problem domain for the derivatives of the plastic multiplier.
7.2 Future work
Based on the work undertaken during this thesis, there are a number of areas which present
themselves as clear opportunities for future research and development:
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• In all the examples in this thesis1, and a large proportion of those in the published
literature, problems have been chosen where prescribed boundary conditions are
aligned with the background grid. The reason for this is that there is no established
method for applying boundary conditions when the geometry does not align with
the background grid. A situation which, to fully take advantage of the MPM as a
mesh-free method is likely to arise and thus must be addressed. Although there has
been some recent research on the topic such as suggestions of B-splines [19], implicit
boundaries [45] and a moving mesh method [163] there is still work to be done to
develop a method that can be relied on for all types of boundaries of arbitrary and
possibly changing shape.
• In this thesis, all examples of elasto-plasticity have been restricted to use of the
von Mises yield function. This was for simplicity as opposed to incompatibility,
for geotechnical problems this is not a very good approximation to soil behaviour.
An extension to the large deformation elasto-plastic iGIMP code to allow more
complex behaviour would allow more realistic problems to be modelled. Another
useful extension would be to include a water phase as has been done for example in
[10] as many geotechnical problems which would benefit from use of the MPM also
require a soil model which accounts for moisture.
• Although ultimately only partially successful, the conclusions relating to the pre-
sented gradient formulation in combination with the MPM will be of use to any
future research in the area. As previously suggested in Chapter 7, the combina-
tion of recent contributions to the MPM [132] and to Gradient plasticity [95] both
utilising B-splines could be combined to potentially alleviate some of the problems
encountered. Research could also focus on a gradient method that is compatible with
a large deformation framework as is ultimately required to be of use with the MPM
in order to offer an advantage over the FEM. To do this it will also be necessary to
deal with the boundary conditions in a more general manner as mentioned earlier.
1With the exception of the problem presented in Section 6.2.1 where it specifically highlights problems
relating to boundary conditions not aligned with the mesh.
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7.3 Final thoughts
It is hoped that the ideas presented in this thesis will be of use in some capacity to
the progress of the MPM and GIMP method. Particular attention has been made to
demonstrate convergence of the algorithms used in this implementation and comparisons
to analytical solutions where possible which in some cases appear to have been omitted in
the literature. In the future, work showing that the method behaves correctly and can be
trusted is essential should the MPM become a useful tool for modelling real geotechnical
problems.
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Appendix A
Analytical solution to column
under self weight with
elasto-plasticity
The response of a column to the application of a body force due to increasing gravity is
modelled. The column has an initial length (L0) and is restrained at the bottom with
u(z = 0) = 0. Displacement is only permitted in a vertical direction. A Young’s modulus
of E and a density of ρ0 in compatible units are assigned to give a total force, once gravity
(g) is applied, of w. This time a deviatoric yield stress of ρy is introduced. The von-Mises
yield surface is defined as
f = ρ− ρy = 0 (A.1)
as outlined in section 4.3. The material will yield when τzz = ρy which should occur at
a position of Z = l0 − ρyρob0 which can be obtained from rearranging the solution for the
Cauchy stress in the vertical direction for the elastic case which can be determined from
the initial vertical position within the column, Z, through
σzz = ρ0b(l0 − Z), (A.2)
where ρ0 is the initial density of the material and b is the body force. Below this point,
the material will experience elasto-plastic behaviour and despite zero deformation being
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enforced in the out of plane directions, stresses τxx and τyy will be introduced. Because
the boundary conditions are the same these two stresses will be equal, because of this
from here on only variables in the x direction will be discussed. Using this it is possible
to write the deviatoric stress as ρ = |τxx − τzz|. The Cauchy and Kirchhoff stresses (τ)
are linked through σ = τJ where J = det(F ) which in this case is equal to Fzz. Due to the
boundary conditions it is known that
[F ] =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 Fzz
 . (A.3)
When there are only normal components, the logarithmic strain is defined as
ε(0) =
1
2
ln(F 2) = ln(F ) (A.4)
The deformation gradient can be split into elastic and plastic components using multi-
plicative decomposition F = F eF p. Using this and A.3 we can get
F exxF
p
xx = 1 and F
e
zzF
p
zz = J. (A.5)
Using the fact that ln(F eF p) = ln(F e) + ln(F p) allows the strain to be split into elastic
and plastic components
ε(0) = εe + εp = ln(F e) + ln(F p) (A.6)
and with v = 0 we can assume that the Kirchhoff stress is linked to the elastic logarithmic
strain through
τ = Eεe. (A.7)
When elasto-plastic behaviour has started, using the above relationships we can write
Eεexx − Eεezz = ρy = E ln(F exx)− E ln(F ezz) (A.8)
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Rearranging this gives
ρy
E
= ln(F exx)− ln(F ezz) = ln
(
F exx
F ezz
)
(A.9)
so it can be seen that
F exx = F
e
zze
ρy
E . (A.10)
The derivative of the yield function with respect to the Kirchhoff stress ( dfdτ ) can be shown
through use of the chain rule to be
f,τ = f,ρρ,J2{J2,S}T [S,τ ] =
3
2ρ
{S} = 3
2ρ
1
3

τxx − τzz
τxx − τzz
2τzz − 2τxx
 (A.11)
Using ρ = |τxx − τzz| and εp = γ˙{f,τ} we can arrive at the relationship
εpxx
εpzz
= −1
2
or
ln(F pxx)
ln(F pzz)
= −1
2
(A.12)
Rearranging this gives
ln(F pxx
√
F pzz) = 0 (A.13)
Leading to the relationship
F pxx
√
F pzz = 1 (A.14)
Combining A.14 and A.5 it can be seen that
√
F pzz = F
e
xx. (A.15)
Substitution of this into A.10 and squaring both sides gives
F pzz = F
e
zz
2e(
2ρ
E
) (A.16)
Using this, we can express Fzz = F
e
zz
3e(
2ρ
E
) and, using the solution for Cauchy stress above,
say that
σzz =
1
F ezz
3e(
2ρ
E
)
E ln(F ezz). (A.17)
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The elastic part of the deformation gradient can then be found using a Newton process
to solve for F ezz in (A.17). Using the above relationships it is possible to calculate the
remaining parts of the deformation gradient and find the out of plane stresses as
σxx =
1
Fzz
E ln(F exx). (A.18)
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